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A Fully Functional
Fuel Su p p l y Chain
Drives Costs OUT,
Not Just Down.

,y 'v

When Managed
Correctly.

— D r i v i n g c o s t o u t o f a n y s u p p l y ch a in re q u ire s t h e e xp e rt ise t o
m i n i m i z e back - off ice c o s t s w h i l e o p t i m i z i n g l o g i s t i c s . C h o o s i n g
t h e r i g h t r e s o u r c e is c r i t i c a l , b e c a u s e o n l y a c o m p a n y w i t h t h e
right combination of technology, intellectual capital and innovation
ca n ad d fle xibility to yo u r e n erg y p ro g ra ms a n d h e lp p o sitio n yo u
for growth.
It 's no t j u st ab o ut tr a ns a ct io n s, it ' s a bo u t w or k in g
tog eth er to cre ate strategic o ppo rtu nity.
Click or ca ll t od ay.
ThANSMONTAIGNE INC.
De l i v e ri n g Ame ri c a 's F u e l Su p p l y , o n De ma n d

www.transmontaigne.com
0 2 0 0 1 Tr a n s M o n t a i g n e I n c .
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he difference between a budgeting application and Cognos Finance... well, it's like comparing oranges and

apples. Of course you need a powerful, flexible budgeting application. But Cognos Finance offers so much
more —by integrating consolidation, budgeting, forecasting, and reporting in one easy -to -use, Web - deployable

solution. Your budgets and forecasts are completed efficiently and on time, and they provide you with the
critical data to compare your operational and financial plans. With superior financial and management reports
at your fingertips, you have the power to make decisions that will truly impact your business.
There's no comparison. Learn more about the single solution at www.cognos.com/budget
Circle No. 3

"26,000 management reports.
28 performance metrics.
37 market indicators.
1 mouse click? Sweet."
0

OutlookSoft's Everest'' is more than just budgeting software. It's
an Internet -based management portal that provides every manager
with analytic information, performance reports, and competitive
analysis — all with a single mouse click. Built to maximize the
power of the Internet, Microsoft@' Excel, and centralized database
technologies, Everest provides revolutionary Web- based, analytic
capabilities unequalled in the industry. The result? Managers with
the information and tools to run their business more effectively.
Vital information at every manager's fingertips?
It's Happening.

Soft

TM

Adjust your budgeting attitudes. CaLL 203.964.3100
or visit us at www.outtooksoft.com

The Web Analytics Company''
Microsoft
L EER M L I M M
Partner, Microsoft Data Warehouse Alliance 2000
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22BuildingTrustinanInternetEconomy

BY D AV I D S K L A R, C PA

With the explosion of B2B e- commerce, companies are expected to do business with people they've never met and
have confidence that their transactions will be secure. A settlement engine can ensure integrity and create
improved revenue and profit margins. Q

26TheWild,WiredWorldofe-Finance

By ALAN L E V I N S O H N
An army of e- finance servers are competing for business —so many that in some segments some servers don't
know who their competitors are. A start -up, however, can't compete with a Bank of America or a Chase, so successful ones are finding new niches in financial services.

33OptimizingShareownerValuefromCorporateRealEstateAssets

BY WILLIAM R. P O L L E R T AND

EDWIN J . GLICKMAN

A new flex -lease program provides corporate tenants with cost effectiveness and operational flexibility, allowing a
company to optimize the value of its real estate assets to shareowners. The program is tailored for firms whose
objectives may include off - balance -sheet treatment of lease payments and efficient use of capital. 0

38DennisDeegan:UsingthePoweroftheNettoRaiseVentureCaptial
BY MARLENE PIT URRO

Venture capitalists turned thumbs down on this company because it wasn't a dot -com, but when the prospective
buyers surfed the Internet they quickly found an angel to supply the capital needed for the management buyout
and subsequent development of the newly acquired company. Q
0
0
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Q NASBA and IMA /CMA /CFM
For information on earring CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA website, www.imanet.org, or contact Anchie Vicencio at (201) 573 -9000,
ext. 115; fax (201) 573 -8185; or by e-mail at avicencio@imanet.or2.
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44TheRoleofABMinMeasuringCustomer
Value—Part2 BY JOSEPH A. NESS, C P A ;
MICHAE L J. SCHROECK, C M A , C P A ;
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WILLMAR J. DOUGLAS, A C M A

How do you measure e- business performance?
• No more Arthur. • What is the future of
ethics? a SEC proposes equity compensation
plan. • Books: Inside the CEO's Mind.

To measure a customer's lifetime value, managers
must measure costs across four dimensions —cost to
acquire, cost to provide, cost to serve, and cost to
retain. Activity -based management (ABM) can be
used to measure these costs, which may not be readily visible in financial systems.

TOOLSOFTHETRADE66
Linux has a new face, new apps, and
powerful new friends.

50CanYouBeLiableforRetirementFund
Disasters? BY EDWARD E. SHARKEY

TECHFORUM69

Funding and managing a retirement fund has many

The pocket -sized world.

pitfalls that can cost millions for a company unfamiliar with the ERISA roadmap.

TRENDSINFINANCIALMANAGEMENT73

56ControllingtheUncontrollable
BY HAROLD R. LOGAN, J R.

Soaring fuel costs challenge managers to install
sound supply chain management systems — ideally
through the use of the Internet —to unify and coordinate every element of the supply chain.

62EmployeesorPartners?

By MILTON Z ALC
Incentive plans are an increasingly popular strategy
for aligning organizational and individual goals by
treating employees as partners in both the risks and
the successes of the business.
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Erstwhile management
accountant? A free
corporate strategy
manual!
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Copyright 2000. The Profit Recovery Group International. Inc. All rights reserved.

What you don't see can hurt your books.
The company you hire must find hidden revenue
better than anyone. We are that company.
We are PRG, your single source for recovery
services, expense containment and knowledge
application. We quickly help you reveal hard to -find profits. We also improve your existing
processes with an expert suite of services
that includes logistics, tax, communications
and payables. At PRIG, we know how to find
undiscovered profits. And we'll lead you
right to them. Log on to www.prgx.com
or call 866.284.4096 for more information.

Ans wers bey ond the numbers ."
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Growing Internationally l

Kathy Williams
kwill iams@ im anet. o re

by Frank Minter, CPA

TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Michael Castelluccio

"Achieving a Significant Global Presence" is one of the six critical objec-

mcastellucc io @ ima n et. org

tives of IMA's Strategic Plan. Earlier this year, I talked with you about our

F I N A N C E E D I TO R

Alan Levinsohn

relationships with international professional associations and the commu-

aevinsohn @imanet. o rg
C O P Y E D I TO R

nity concerned with international accounting standards. Now I'd like to
update you on the fastest - growing seg-

der way with several multinational cor-

ment of the IMA community—our inter-

porations whereby their employees have

national members.

access to IMRs online educational offer-

Christopher Dowsett
cdowsetWimanet.orc
ART DIRECTOR

Mary Zisk
mzisk @imanet.org

IMA global activities increase each

ings. These courses allow employees to

month as our international membership

upgrade basic accounting and finance

Lisa Nasuta

steadily grows. The number of new IMA

skills in order to better interface with

1n a s u t a @im a n t L M

members from outside the U.S. has grown

their stateside counterparts and fill in-

15% to 20% annually for the past three

creasingly responsible local positions.

years, and more than 70% of these folks

C I R C UL A T I O N

Alice Schulman
aschulman@imanet.or¢

On April 25, I will be speaking on the

are participants in the CMA/CFM pro-

occasion of the first anniversary of the

grams. Certification activity has blossomed

student chapter at the University of Sono-

over the past two years with the start-up of

ra in Mexico. This is one of two student

nearly 50 review courses in the

chapters in Mexico that were or-

major cities of 21 countries and

ganized and chartered last year

the expansion of our testing ca-

with the significant help of

pability to 190 locations in 96

Haidy Pope (a member of IMKs

countries. The latest review

Student Committee). We antici-

course addition is in Moscow,
where 34 students are achieving

pate significant additional future

P UB L ISHE R / E XE C UTI VE D IR E C TOR

David T. Schweitz
dschweitz@im a n e t.o r¢
ADVE R TI SING R E P R E SE NT ATIVE S
WE STE RN :

The R. W. Walker Company, Inc.
2716 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 1010
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(310) 450 -9001
Coordinator. Alice Schulman
(800) 638 -4427, ex t. 280

growth in Mexico.
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In order to improve commu-

initial success as they pass their
FRANa M INTER

al members, we have estab-

chartered its first international chapter in

lished an e-mail exchange where these

Authorization to photocopy Strategic Finance. items

Seoul, South Korea, with 66 charter mem-

members can network and exchange

personal use of specific clients, is granted by the

bers. The chapter has now grown to 146

ideas. The exchange is monitored by Jeff

IMA to libraries and other users registered with

members. Chapter formation is under

Albrechtson, who is IMr1s manager of in-

way in several other locations that include

ternational programs. Please contact Jeff

Dubai, UAE; Taipei, Taiwan; Tokyo, Japan;

at jlbrechtson@ima net.org if you have

and Moscow, Russia. These chapters are

qu estions.

being formed in much the same way as
U.S. chapters, but they aren't participating

for internal or personal use, or the internal or

the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional

Your IMA is expanding its reach and
becoming a truly globa l organiza tion. ■

Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of
$3.00 per copy, plus 306 per page, is paid directly to
CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers. MA 01923.
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or back issues (subject to availability) may be
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in the competition and are not receiving
chapter payments from IMA.
We also have education initiatives un8
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Staff Strategically
with Accountemps

As your business grows, you'll need
extra help — but there's no need to
hire permanent staff too quickly!
Increase your flexibility and
productivity with Accountemps
financial temporaries.

0
0

3

allows you to manage your fixed
costs and maximize profitability.
Call Accountemps forthe help you
need ...when youneed it.

1.800.803.8367

www.accotmtemps.com

accounrempso

As the graph at right
illustrates, Accountemps
specialists augment your
permanent staff to accommodate
fast growth, as well as seasonal
workload peaks such as monthly
closings and tax season. This

'a

IMA
Specialized Financial Staffing'
Accountemps is the leader in specialized financial sta fing, with more than 300 offices worldwide.
Accountemps is a division of RobertHWInternational Inc., recognized byFortunemagazine
as one of America's MostAdmired Companies."
f
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By Max Messmer, Editor

Managing While Out of the Office
Whether you're out of town for a meeting or conference or just working from
home for the day, occasionally you find yourself managing from a distance. These
types of situations can present an array of challenges from maintaining communication with your staff to ensuring your team has the resources needed to complete
projects in your absence.
Developing a strategy is the key to remaining effective
as a manager while you're out of the office. Here are some
tips:

Prepare for the Unexpected
Even if you'll only be off -site for a day or two, it's worth
planning in advance so that you'll be in a position to address any unexpected issues in a timely and efficient
manner.
If you'll be staying at a hotel, leave the phone and fax
numbers with your staff. Investigate other available communication options, such as Internet access and teleconferencing equipment, in case you need such services. If
you're working from home, you'll need to make the
same arrangements. For example, if you don't have
a fax machine, make sure you locate a local business
where you can use
one, such as a
copy or mailing
services store.
Provide all of
this information
to your assistant
or designated
contact so it's
readily available.
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Stay Connected
Carefully consider the best way for employees to reach
you. When attending a conference, you may want to call
the office at specific times of the day rather than have
people leave messages at your hotel room. That way you
can ensure you'll reach employees during business hours
and help avoid playing "phone tag." Also make sure staff
members know which city you'll be in so they can be
aware of any time -zone differences. You don't want to end
up with surprise phone calls at 3 a.m.

Empower Your Employees
Before leaving the office for an extended period of time, try
to meet individually with staff members.
Review the status of current
assignments, and
assess any
potential
issues that
may arise. This also allows employees to gather information needed
to keep their projects
moving forward in
your absence.
Understandably, one
of your greatest con-

r

� ru

Get your business
online or this might
as well say "Bye Now."
NAvisION
software
Business solutions. Your way.

Navision Software US, Inc.
1- 800 - 552 -8478

www.navision- us.com
Cam•
Circle No. 6

It's important that employees
have the latitude to move
work forward in your absence.
cerns will be how your team will
handle challenging situations while
you're out of the office. Try not to
micromanage employees by checking
in too frequently. Instead, delegate
authority to someone who can serve
as an advisor to staff members if
there are any questions or problems.
Also, empower employees to make
their own decisions. While they may
need to check with you on major issues, it's important that they have
the latitude to move work forward in

your absence. Your willingness to
give them room to apply their good
judgment and creativity to assignments will allow them to build their
project- management and analytical
skills. If you find yourself unable to
leave the office for even a short period, you're probably not delegating
enough authority to your staff.

Reassess the Situation
If, after all of your planning and
preparation, you still find it isn't a

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets
PFP P rovi des T he Fl exi bi l it y, Power
and P res ent at i on Q ual i t y N eeded
To Tame Your Toughes t Projects

399
Standard $
$599
Plus
899
Modula $
Pendock Mallorn ltd.
245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com
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"A real winner"
— The Bottom Line

Balance Sheets
Ratio Analysis

1overhead Schedule

Income
Coal of

Sales Analysts
. Cash Flow Schedule

Overhead Analysis

Changes in
Financial Position

Bank Credit Line
Letters of Credit
x.g

Pro - formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully- integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
complete financial forecasts and
budgets within a very short
timeframe.
Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

Consolidations
Fixed Asset Budget

Variance Analysis
Business Valuations

Discount
Cash Flo

good time to leave because of a major project or impending deadline,
consider whether you really need to
go. For example, can your business
trip be postponed to a time not so
close to quarterly earnings? Or perhaps you can reschedule to work
from home sometime the following
week or month. After reassessing the
situation, you may discover other
options.
A recent survey by our company
found that nearly two- thirds (63 %)
of executives believe fewer business
trips are necessary because of advancements in technology. While inperson meetings are often more effective to reach consensus on
confidential or critical issues, in
many instances e-mail and video conferences can be practical, cost effective alternatives.
Preparing for your time out of the
office will reap dividends in the long
run. If you arrive at your destination
confident that you have the resources you need and staff in place
to handle priorities back at work,
you will find it easier to focus on
your off -site business goals. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and
CEO of Robert Half International
Inc. (RHI), parent company of
Robert Half®, Accountemps ®, and
RHI Management Resources ®. RHI
is the world's first and largest specialized staffing firm placing accounting and finance professionals
on a full -time, temporary, and project basis. Messmer's most recent
books are Managing Your Career
For Dummies® (Hungry Minds,
Inc.), Job Hunting For Dummies ®,
2nd Edition (Hungry Minds, Inc.),
Human Resources Kit For Dummies® (Hungry Minds, Inc.), and
The Fast Forward MBA in Hiring
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).

Bob Gunn, Editor

Best Practices

How to Change
CONVENTIONAL WISDOM ASSERTS THAT
change is difficult; some would say it's almost impossible.
Working from this assumption, leaders assemble massive
change programs characterized by slogans, incentives,
meetings, consultants, investments, and managers —
sometimes to accomplish even the most modest shift in
direction. No doubt each of us has either been party to
one of these agendas or its target.
When we see one of these juggernauts
shape, we usually grow skeptical. Their a,
plishments generally fall far short of thei
original promise, and often, within a few
years' time, little evidence, if any, remain,
of their impact. Quite rightly we label
them "fire drills" or "programs du jour."
Perhaps we are placing far too much
emphasis on change and not appreciating the fact that changing is something we do virtually every waking moment. For example, how many times
have you changed your mind today —
decided to turn left at the light instead
of right, have tea instead coffee, close the
refrigerator door before eating that leftover, or turn off the computer without
checking e-mail?
Why should our behavior in organizational life be any
different? Obviously, it isn't. Maybe this is why we assume
that effecting change within an institution is such a big
challenge. How can we affect the direction of a large institution, department, or work group if everyone is
changing his or her mind all the time?
By our own personal understanding, the unifying principle common to every living human is: "Thought is a di-

vine gift through which we create our reality."
Another way of saying this is that 1) every human being thinks, 2) these thoughts look real to us —we experience our thoughts as feelings on which we may choose to
take action —and 3) we continually produce fresh or new
thoughts.
As I'm going to bed, the thought, "Hey, there's that
leftover chocolate cake in the fridge;'
a feeling of hunger that prompts
ction of going downstairs, which
iay invoke the thought, "But that's
not good for my diet "Thus, in
the course of a few minutes I
may change my mind from going to bed to having a late -night
snack to going back to bed without it—or not!
Buddha pointed out this aspect of the human condition
with profound simplicity: "We
are what we think; with our
ioughts we create the world:' We
-e not compelled to blindly act on
ry thought. We have been given
Ner of free will, expressed as a
choice, which enables each of us to create our
lives as we wish.
These very gifts also may be our greatest weakness.
When we lack the strength to change our minds we become embedded in the past, trapped by our old beliefs
and assumptions. You've probably experienced the chilling effect of phrases like, "That will never work here,"
"We've tried that before," or even "I like the way things
are now," and seen how such phrases can cause promisAp r i l 2 0 0 1
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ing new ideas to wither —no matter
how much enthusiasm they initially
engender.
Those of us who are keenly aware
of the nature of thought and understand its principles realize that negativity like this has no power. We can
regard it as just another thought —
one we can choose to pay attention
to or not.
It takes no special education, intelligence, or training to grasp what I'm
saying. It's the utter simplicity of realizing, "Yes, I know that:' Children
can be its most obvious teachers.
Have you ever wondered how a two year -old can be throwing the most
red - faced, rage -filled tantrum on the
floor of the grocery store one minute
and a minute later be a laughing, loving youngster? Yep, it had a new
thought and chose to act on that
feeling rather than stay with the old.
When we were children, all of us
had a profound understanding of
the underlying nature of thought. It
was so obvious that it required no
conceptualization, verbalization, or
explanation! We just knew it. But in
most societies right now, we've lost
our grasp of the principle of
thought. We don't speak about it, acknowledge it, or reflect on it. Hence,
many of us are confused by the way
we actually live our lives and have
little understanding about the way
the world actually works.
Consequently, accomplishing organizational change looks very difficult because it appears that the only
way to achieve it is by imposing a
new order on others. This flies in the
face of what we instinctively know to
be true —that the shape of our lives
is determined by the inner experience of thoughts, brought to life
through feelings that, in turn, engender our actions. The game of life is
actually an inner one created by our
12
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unique separate realities.
What makes organizational or institutional change interesting is that
we are working within the framework of a "collective" consciousness.
After all, we created these structures
to accomplish work that is beyond
the capabilities of an individual or a
handful of people.
So how do we apply principles of
thought, which can only be expressed individually, to changing a
collective enterprise?
First, we ask people to look in a
new direction, now armed with
questions, not answers. Astute students of thought recognize that
groups have a remarkable ability to
arrive at fresh insights that lead to
new directions and solve the most
intractable problems. They know
that questions serve as the catalyst —
that the leader's job is to frame the
right query to stimulate everyone's
thoughts.
Have you ever seen someone stop
a group in its track by a single well aimed question? It's like changing a
railroad switch. Instantaneously the
conversation heads down a new
track and one person's thought stimulates someone else's.
The flaw in the traditional approach is that it focuses on telling or
selling a set of answers. Yet no matter how "correct" these answers may
seem, this approach can never create
the inner commitment that comes
from "thinking things through for
yourself."
Next, we emphasize the positive.
We look at life optimistically and use
this optimism as a guiding light that
leads to happy outcomes. Pessimism,
on the other hand, leads to darkness
and despair. Negative thoughts produce negative feelings, which inevitably lead to negative behavior —
the cause of human hopelessness.

Fear, worry, anxiety, and anger
provoke self - inflicted wounds. Compassion, love, and kindness not only
heal these afflictions but also create a
climate where any thought is okay.
Change depends on creativity, and
creativity is most abundant when
people acknowledge that thought
can be used in an infinite number of
ways —in other words, when people
feel safe expressing whatever occurs
to them at the moment.
Finally, we dream big dreams
knowing that hope and faith will
lead us to them, even though the
means may not be obvious at the
outset. Our thoughts come from a
bottomless well of inspiration and
energy that is beyond our personal
knowledge and experience.
Have you ever been overwhelmed
by a flash of insight so powerful and
profound that you accept it without
question? This is the power of
thought coming directly to your
mind from the spiritual universe
where there are no boundaries or
limitations.
How different this is from the
commonplace change agenda! Often
these plans are cobbled together
from assumptions, beliefs, and constraints that look real to the framers
but hold hardly any power over
those who see the nature of thought.
"Nothing endures but change," said
Heraclitus, the ancient Greek philosopher. This must be true, since our
thoughts continually change. If you
don't believe me, try to hold onto the
same thought— impossible, no? ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity ofstaff
functions. You cancallBob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
bgunn@gunnpartners. com.

Taxes

Fier

uiem Expensing Tor Iraveling

by the Self- Employed
IRC (INTERNAL REVENUE CODE) SECTION
162(a)(2) allows a deduction for all ordinary and necessary expenses incurred in carrying on a trade or business,
including travel. A self - employed taxpayer, like an employee, can deduct travel expenses in one of two ways.
The actual cost of meals and incidentals
incurred while traveling can be
ducted, provided that the taxpa
er can substantiate the expenses
as to amount, time, place, and
business purpose. Alternatively, the taxpayer may elect to
deduct the expenses as a per
diem rate, which is provided
in Revenue Procedure 2000 -9.
This method has some attractive benefits.
Under the per diem option, the self - employed taxpayer simply uses the federal
M &IE (Meals and Incidental
Expense) rate for the locality
of travel for each calendar day
(or partial day) away from
home. Such amount will be
deemed substantiated for purp ..... —
travel away from home and Reg. 1.274 5T, provided the self - employed individual substantiates
the elements of time, place, and business purpose. In addition, the deduction for per diem allowances for M &IE
is treated as an expense for food and beverages, which is
subject to the Section 274(n) limitation (i.e., 60% in

2001, 65% in 2002 and 2003, 70% in 2004 and 2005,
75% in 2006 and 2007, and 80% after 2007).
Another issue concerns "incidental expenses," which
include, but aren't limited to, expenses for laundry,
cleaning and pressing of clothing, and fees and tips for
services, such as for porters and luggage
rriers. Equally important, "incidental expenses" don't include
taxicab fares, lodging taxes, or
the costs of telegrams or telephone calls [See e.g., Rev. Proc.
2000 -9, Section 3.02(3)]. Thus
these items can be deducted as
other travel expenses.
The Federal M &IE rates are
specified for high- and low -cost
travel destinations within the
continental United States
(CONUS). The rates proscribed
in Rev. Proc. 2000 -9 are $42 for
a high -cost locality and $34 for
any other locality within
CONUS. But as you might sus Dect, the listing of per diem rates
specific cities does change peri-

,,,..,"..y. Hence, a taxpayer needs to

check the Pronouncements issued by the
Service [See e.g., Section 5 of Rev. Proc. 2000 -9 and 63
Fed. Reg. 66674 (December 2, 1998) ].
As stated earlier, the rate may be prorated for partial
travel days using the federal travel regulations or any
method that is consistently applied and in accordance
A p r i l 2 0 0 1 1 ST RAT EGIC FINANC E
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Th e t axp ayer
mu s t d ed u ct th e
actual cost of
lodgi ng ex pen ses
paid or incurred.

r�
with reasonable business practice.
Section 04(2) provides a good example of a consistently applied
method that's in accordance with
reasonable business practice. Specifically, if an employee (or self -employed individual ) leaves home at
9 a.m. on one day and returns at
5 p.m. on the next day, an acceptable method of prorating is equal to
two times the federal M &IE rate
(even though only one and a half
times the federal M &IE rate would
be allowed under the federal travel
regulations). This is certainly a reasonable interpretation.
In the case of a self-employed individual, the federal per diem rate for
lodging isn't available. That means
the taxpayer must deduct the actual
cost of lodging expenses paid or incurred. However, receipts for lodging,
airline/rail, and even gas purchases at
the start of or during the commute
provide the taxpayer with excellent
documentation for substantiating the
place and time requirement.
It's easy to see that the per diem
option provides a useful method for
the self-employed taxpayer to substantiate business expenses for meals
and incidental expenses while away
from home. Under this option, the
record-keeping burden for the track14
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ing of actual M &IE is significantly
reduced.
There are a few other issues you
should know about the per diem
rules. One is that a self-employed
taxpayer cannot take a double deduction [Section 6.06 of Rev. Proc. 20009]. If an individual sustains a bona
fide meal entertainment expense and
elects the per diem option, only the
costs of the clients' meals may be deducted as a business expense. The
reasoning is that personal meal expenses are already deducted via the
per diem rate. Therefore, to deduct
the individual's meal and to claim
the per diem deduction would
amount to two deductions for the

same expense. For example, a taxpayer who entertains two business
clients at dinner while away from
home would only claim the portion
of the expense attributable to the two
clients' meals as a business entertainment expense. In addition, the taxpayer would deduct the full amount
of the federal M &EI rate for the day,
which covers the meal at dinner.
Another issue is that a person will
be treated as "away from home" for
travel deduction purposes when duties require the individual to be away
from the general area of home substantially longer than an ordinary
day's work and requires sleep or rest
to meet the demands of work. A taxpayer's "home" is generally considered to be located at the regular or
principal place of business, or if
there is no regular place of business,
at the individual's regular place of
abode in a real and substantial sense.
Furthermore, a taxpayer's "home"
includes the entire city or general
area in which the business premises
or place of employment is located.
To the casual observer, the per
diem option simplifies the bookkeeping process of accounting for M &IE
while away from home for the self employed individual. The key to its
use is that the self-employed taxpayers must substantiate the elements of
time, place, and business purposes of
travel away from home. ■
Susan Burke Leichner is a Vertex
Fellow in Taxation at Drexel
University. She can be reached at
Sleichnr @aol.com.
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NOMOREARTHUR

■

The Big 5 firm Arthur
Andersen, named
after its founder, last
month dropped
"Arthur" from its
name. It is now
known only as
Andersen.
And on January 1,
2001, Andersen Consalting changed its
name to Accenture.
The two had been
the major business
units of the public
accounting firm:
Arthur Andersen was
the professional services tax and public
accounting arm, and
Andersen Consulting
was the management
and technology consuiting arm.
Then last August
the two became separate companies in
a well - publicized
arbitration ruling. As
part of the split,
Andersen Consulting
would have to give
up the Andersen
name by the end of
2000.
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How Do You Measure e- Business
Performance? Kathy Williams, Editor
WHAT SHOULD BRICKS-AND-MORTAR, CLICKS-AND-MORTAR, AND DOT -COM

businesses measure now and in the future to determine their success? And are they using
the right performance measures to do this?
These are just two of the questions Accenture, formerly known as Andersen Consulting,
and the Cranfield School of Management sought answers to last year when they inter viewed senior managers from more than 70 companies in this mixed economic bag. They
wanted to find out if the three types of companies were using performance measures and,
if so, how effective they were. They chose the Performance Prism as their measurement
framework because they said it would help companies answer five key questions that
would lead them to the appropriate measures for e- business performance:
1. Who are our key stakeholders, and what do they want and need?
2. What strategies do we have to put in place to satisfy the wants and needs of those key
stakeholders?
3. What critical processes do we require if we are to execute these strategies?
4. What capabilities do we need in order to operate and enhance these processes?
5. What contributions do we require from our stakeholders if we are to maintain and
develop these capabilities?
Almost all the survey respondents said they were actively seeking improvements to their
measurement systems. Here are the top three improvements the companies said they
wanted to make.
Bricks- and - mortar companies want to develop or introduce a more comprehensive
measurement system, enhance their analysis capabilities and establish what really drives
business performance, and link pay to performance.
Clicks- and - mortar firms want to integrate various systems and integrate new technology
with legacy systems, benchmark against good or best practices, and make their measure ment systems more comprehensive.
Dot -coms want to improve user click- stream analysis and customer tracking/profiling,
improve the entire company's performance measurement system, and introduce more
sophisticated customer relationship management (CRM) and data warehouse measures.
The researchers also wanted to see if there were any barriers that would prevent these
companies from improving. For the bricks - and - mortar it's a lack of time and focus, performance measurement isn't a priority with senior management, sunk cont i nued on page 21
2001
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MEMBERSHIPTERMINATION
OnFebruary24,2001,theIMA
BoardofDirectorsvotedto
terminatethemembershipof
CynthiaA.Pfaltzgraff,CMA,
#162087, asthe result ofan
ethicsinvestigation.Themember
wasinviolationoftheStandards
ofEthicalConductforPractitionersofManagementAccounting
andFinancialManagement.
ERRATA
IntheNovember2000Strategic
FinanceprofileofPaulBurmeister,CFOofRoweCom,therewas
someerroneousinformation.
PauljoinedFidelityascorporate
controllerin 1992, held several
otherpositions,andwasCFOof
FidelityInvestmentsSystems
Company,notFidelityInvestments,whenheleftin early
2000(hislastdaywasJanuary
31, 2000).
Weapologizefortheerror.
I—

Wewelcomeall
opinions onarticles
andcolumns
published in
StrategicFinance.
E-mailcorrespondencetoKathy
Williamsat
kwiliams@imanet.org
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What Is the Future
of Ethics? I Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor
THERE ARE MANY POSSIBLE ANSWERS TO THE IMPORTANT QUESTION: "WHERE IS
ethics headed?" Ethics for the New Millennium, the excellent book written by the cur-

rent Dalai Lama, the exiled spiritual and political leader of Tibet, presents one answer.
His book discusses an ethical system based on common sense and reason instead of
religious dogma or punitive legislation. Reality compels him to tackle society -level ethical problems in the same way as an individual's problems.
According to the Dalai Lama, the true goal of ethics is ultimate happiness for every
person. Universal ethical principles exist to help all of us achieve the happiness to
which we aspire. Although he thinks that the world's major religions focus on helping
human beings achieve lasting happiness, he
prefers to serve humanity without appealing to
religious faith. Because of the diversity of religious faiths in the world, linking the understanding of right and wrong to religion simply
raises another question: Which religion?
Yet bypassing religion as a method to impro`
ethical behavior seems to conflict with what
Americans say they want. Recently, Public
Agenda (www.publicagenda.org) completed an
extensive telephone and mail survey of U.S.
attitudes. The results indicate that Americans
strongly equate religious beliefs with personal ethics and behavior and consider them an antidote to the
moral decline they perceive in our nation today. Seventy -six percent of respondents
agree with the statement, "It's a bad idea to raise children without any religion." Also,
Americans believe that problems of crime, greed, uncaring parents, and materialism
would be mitigated if people were more religious. But to most citizens, it doesn't matter which religion is involved.
Promoting a different strategy is the Josephson Institute of Ethics, a large nonpartisan, nonsectarian organization dedicated to improving the ethical quality of society by
advocating principled reasoning and ethical decision making. This organization has
educated over 100,000 influential leaders in business, the media, and federal, state, and
local government. Its project, Character Counts! (www.charactercounts.ore), has also
touched many times that number of students. A coalition of schools, communities, and
nonprofit organizations, Character Counts! works to advance character education by
teaching the Six Pillars of Character: Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness,
Caring, and Citizenship.
The Dalai Lama's approach to improving ethical behavior is to establish a world
body that will monitor important human activities in society and suggest new behavior
continued on page zo
patterns for individuals. The body, which might be called
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SEC Proposes Equity Compensation Plan
Stephen Barlas, Editor
Disclosure
THE SECURITIES & EXCHANGE
Commission just put out a proposal
that would require companies to provide a table in part III of the
10 -K that identifies each equity compensation plan in effect as of the end
of the last completed fiscal year. The
information in the table would
include the number of securities that
have been authorized for issuance by
the registrant's board of directors; the
number of securities issued pursuant
to equity awards made during the last
completed fiscal year; the number of
securities to be issued upon the exercise of options, warrants, or rights

granted during the last completed fiscal year; and some other data. This
data would have to be supplied

employee equity incentives in 1999,

regardless of whether the compensa-

Duplicative Requirements

tion plan was previously approved by

Just as the SEC is asking for more

stockholders at an annual meeting.

information in the 10 -K, a Financial

Current law falls short of these new

Accounting Standards Board report

proposed reporting standards. For

makes the case for less. By the time

compared to 6.9% in 1989.

example, annual report statements

this reaches print, FASB will have put

may not include nonderivative secu-

out the third and last report in its

rities awarded to employees or stock

Business Reporting Research Project.
The report focuses on redundancies

op t io n s g r a nt e d t o n o n em p l oy e e s. A

recent study by Pearl Meyers & Partners estimates that the 200 biggest
companies allocated 13. 7% of out-

and footnotes versus what is required

standing shares for management and

byaddi-

between what is required in 10 -Ks
with regard to the financial statement
co n ti n ue d o n next page
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Inside the CEO's Mind
• THE THIRD BOOK FROM JEFFREY E. GARTEN,

I

order to develop more meaningful partnerships

dean of the Yale School of Management and Busi

between employees, with customers, and with suppli-

ness Week columnist, The Mind of the C.E.O., is cen-

ers to demonstrate the importance of partnerships in

tered around 40 extensive and personal
interviews conducted with the world's fore-

the global economy. Some of the latter may
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most business leaders. Garten examines
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seem obvious, but as made clear throughout the book, the obvious can easily be forgotten or ignored while under pressure.

the strategies needed to compete in the
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The chapters I found most interesting
examined corporate leadership and the

New Economy.
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Internet.
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Corporate leadership, the Internet, share-
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In the chapter "Masters of the Universe or

holders and stakeholders, and America's

Lost in Space ?" Garten a dvocat e s a br oa de r

influence on the world economy are e among

definition of corporate leadership in order

the issues discussed. Also included are chap-

to meet the challenges of the rapidly
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ters on some of the basic tenets of successful leader-

changing economic, political, and social environment

ship; a common set of clearly defined values and a

in which these global businesses operate. He argues

0

compelling, overarching vision that must be imparted

that leaders need to go beyond traditional "corporate

N

to all stakeholders; generating and sustaining trust in

social responsibility...

c ont i n u e d o n
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[ E T H I C S ] cont'd from p. 18

the World Council of People, would
consist of a diverse group of men
and women with a common reputation for integrity and dedication to
fundamental ethical and human values. Their deliberations would represent the conscience of the world in
the new millennium. The Council
would make wide- ranging pronouncements for application regarding international issues of great concern to humanity. Compliance by
individuals would be expected
because of the Council's moral
authority.
The Dalai Lama's thought provoking ideas may provide a foundation for developing an ethical system designed to assure everyone an
opportunity for "life, liberty and the

[ G O W T ] cont'd from p. 19

tional disclosures outside the 10 -K.
As soon as a new SEC chairman is in
place, expect the accounting and
financial statement preparer communities to make an effort to wipe out
some of those redundancies. The
FASB redundancy report follows a
second report called "Improving
Business Reporting" (see
www.FASB.org for both reports).

Treasury R &D Rules Delayed
On January 30, the Bush administration temporarily suspended the rules
issued by the Clinton administration
that relate to corporate use of the
research and development tax credit.
The rules deal with such topics as
the definition of "qualified research"
and how the "common knowledge"
standard should be employed, what
20
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pursuit of happiness." He states,
"Treat everyone as if they were a
close friend," and the goal of universal happiness will be accomplished!
To achieve this worthy goal in
today's society, however, it seems
that individuals would have to make
personal sacrifices and rise above the
quest for power and wealth.
QUESTIONS: Do you think the best
way to improve ethical behavior is
(1) on a nonreligious basis as the
Dalai Lama suggests, (2) through the
work of groups like Character
Counts!, or (3) through organized
religion? Which way is most compatible with a market - oriented global
economy? How do you think
accountants and the IMA could contribute to implementing the changes

constitutes R &D for internal use,
and a number of other very technical questions. Business groups complained the Clinton rules, which
went into effect on January 3, would
prevent considerable R &D from
qualifying for the credit. In announcing the suspension of the rules
and the reopening of the comment
period, new Treasury Secretary Paul
O'Neill called the R &D tax credit "a
significant element of the President's
tax plan.' Bush wants to make the
credit permanent. It was extended
for five years in the 1999 Tax Relief
Extension Act. But in an interview
on January 26 with The Wall Street
Journal, O'Neill, who is quickly earning a reputation as an iconoclast,
said, "You find somebody who says,
`I do more R &D because I get a tax
credit for it,' you'll find a fool."

necessary to improve ethical behavior? Please send your comments to
ethics @imanet.org. ■
Grover L. Porter, CPA, Ph.D., is a retired
professorofaccounting. He has taught at
leading universities in Tennessee, North
Carolina, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, and Alabama. Dr. Porter is a
memberofthe IAA's Committee on
Ethics and was previously a memberof
the Alabama Society ofCPAs' Committee on Professional Ethics. He may be
reached at g or verlporter@aol.com.
Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, CPA, CIA,
CFE, Ed.D., is the Ledger d- Quill
Research Professor, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, Chicago.
His e-mail address is cverscho@
condondepaul.edu.

Internet Taxes
With the current moratorium
against discriminatory local and
state taxation of business Internet
sales scheduled to end on October
1, 2001, members of Congress are
mounting an effort to extend the
moratorium five years to October 1,
2006. The current moratorium says
state and local governments can
collect sales tax on Internet purchases made by consumers living in
their jurisdictions, just as they collect sales tax from consumers who
walk into retail stores. But they
can't impose taxes that apply only
to Internet sales. Sen. Ron Wyden
(D. -Ore.) and Rep. Chris Cox (R.Calif.) are leading the effort to
extend the moratorium. Their bill is
called the Internet Non- Discrimination Tax Act. ■
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ments, and financial institutions —

costs in the existing system make it

activities, such as protecting the

and also their disadvantages —

difficult to change, and the company

environment, contributing to edu-
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cation and training, working in the
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for measurement data. For clicks -

communities in which they oper-
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and- mortar the main barriers are

ate... and take more responsibility

the challen ges of the Internet,

lack of time and focus, the data aren't

for shaping the environment in

making it integral to their busi-

available yet, the existing data are

which th ey a nd e veryone else can

ness through efforts such as

inconsistent and of poor quality, and

prosper." He discusses the opportu-

"investing in start -ups and estab-

there's too much emphasis on cost.

nities and risks that globalization

lishing dot -com subsidiaries."

For the dot -coms, it's a lack of time,

brings and states that as the world

I found the book to be written in

the required technology isn't avail-

gets smaller, "there will be no way

a clear, accessible style. It's filled

able yet, data collection is too diffi-

[for these companies] to avoid

with interesting ideas, good ques-

cult, and the company has too many

operating in countries with fragile

tions, and timely case examples.

other priorities.

economics, weak democratic struc-

This book is a must -read if you are

tures, and mega -cities with severe-

interested in the challenges and

website at www.accenture.com and
click on Services in the top bar, then

ly overburdened infrastructures."

uncertainties that CEOs face in the

He also explains how the business

New Economy. — Nicola Mitchell,

Finance & Performance Manage-

leaders he interviewed are reluc-

Financial Analyst

ment under the subhead "Consult-

tant to get involved in "assuming

ing," and then under Measuring

responsibilities that have tradition-

eBusiness Performance. Full title is

ally rested with the public sector"

Managing with Measures: Measuring

and acknowledges the difficulties

eBusiness Performance.

in their doing so. His thoughts in

Fraud Examiners Offer
Scholarships

esting at a time when many glob-

To promote the field of fraud exami-

emerging markets such as India

nation, the Association of Certified

and Latin America, both of which

Fraud Examiners will grant $1,000

have suffered severe political and

scholarships to 15 full -time under-

economic problems in the past.

graduate and graduate students in

How will these leaders react if

accounting or criminal justice degree

these problems were to surface

programs. Full -time students must be

a ga i n ?

For a full report, visit Accenture's

this chapter are particularly inter-

taking at least 12 hours per semester.

al organizations are entering

In the chapter "The Internet

Applications will be accepted

Wars," Garten explains, "The real

through the postmark date of May

Internet wars will not involve the

11, 2001. To get an application or for

dot -coms but will be fought

more information, contact Tony Rol-

amongs t t he tra dit ion al cor por ate

ston, scholarship coordinator, Asso-

titans." Garten details the enor-

ciation of Certified Fraud Examin-

mou s a d va n t a ge s t h a t t h e b i g

ers, the Gregor Building, 716 West

compa ni es h ave —b ra nd

Ave., Austin, TX 78701. Or you can

strengt h, ski lled an d knowledge-

call (800) 245 -3321 or e-mail

able people, long - standing rela-

trolston @cfenet.com. ■
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building
trust in an
Interneteconomy
ASETTLEMENTENGINECANHELPALLAYTHEFEARSOFDEALING
WITHPEOPLEYOUMAYNEVERMEETFACE-TO-FACE.

BY DAVID SKLAR, CPA

rust has long been the cornerstone of any successful business relationship. Before the Internet, face -to -face communication typically formed
the basis for long- lasting and profitable ventures, instilling confidence
in both parties. In fact, recent studies show that face -to -face interaction
promotes the greatest trust, followed by the telephone, then text chat, and,
last, e-mail. But with the explosion of business -to- business e- commerce,
0

trust can no longer be built on a handshake. We are now expected to col-

0
a
x

laborate more and more with people we've likely never even met. Compa-

Z
2
ra

nies that can leverage the power of e- commerce while addressing issues of
identity, trust, and performance management will win the race.

J
J
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SUCCESSFULCOMPANIESWILL
ADAPTTOTHEINTERNET
The stakes are enormous. While industry analysts debate the exact volume of
business moving online, they all agree
that it will grow into the trillions in a
few short years. To address this radical
business transformation, forward thinking companies will adapt their
business processes to address the
fundamental changes brought about
by the Internet. In order to compete
in successful global e- business ventures, their internal controls have got to work and
efficiencies must be maximized.

HOWTHEINTERNETHASFUNDAMENTALLYCHANGED
BUSINESS
The Internet has opened up avenues for commerce that
were unimaginable just a few short years ago. In essence,
the Internet has created opportunities for seamless business collaboration between buyers and sellers as well as
the collection of service companies that have comprised
traditional supply chains.
The new model breaks down traditional boundaries
between business partners, in essence making all participants in a business transaction part of an expansive
extranet. In theory, these business partners will be able to
easily and securely communicate and complete end -toend transactions from within their respective companies— streamlining communications, increasing the
precision of forecasts, and driving cost out of day -to -day
operations.
But the changes brought about by the Internet have
even broader implications. With the advent of Internet
technology, every company becomes a global company,
with the means and opportunity to buy and sell from —
or partner with—any company, anywhere, anytime. This
golden opportunity brings with it a level of complexity
that surpasses anything all but the most far -flung global
enterprises have experienced to -date.
Language. Currency. Local trade regulations. We must
deal with all of these factors in order to successfully conduct the kind of lucrative transactions the Internet
enables. And a multitude of companies have sprung up to
deliver technology solutions to meet these needs. What
the Internet or any technology solution to date has failed
to do is replace or improve the one fundamental attribute
required to conduct business: Trust.
24
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WHATWASSUPPOSEDTO
HAPPEN?
The year 2000 was supposed to be
the year of the B2B exchange. It certainly started out that way. Private
and virtual exchanges, net markets,
digital marketplaces, and other initiatives appeared seemingly overnight,
promising to improve customer satisfaction, make business transactions easy and
instantaneous, and save everyone unheard -of
sums of money in procurement costs. In the
steel industry alone, plans for 50 such exchanges
were announced —some sponsored by the large
manufacturers of metal, others by suppliers to the industry, still others by technology companies looking to provide an independent third -party solution.
Industry forecasts predicted the creation of more than
10,000 of these net markets over a 24-month period. A
high attrition rate — perhaps as high as 800/o,—was also
forecast, meaning that the least optimistic projection called
for some 2,000 exchanges to be doing business in 2002.
Few people amid this frenzy of excitement asked the
basic question: "Do we really need 50 steel industry
exchanges ?"

r

WHATDIDHAPPEN?
B2B markets took a big hit last year. This "collapse" was

monumental considering the high expectations by market
experts as little as six or eight months ago. Announcements by large consortia- backed and private exchanges
triggered an immediate reassessment of the independent
Net market model. Funding dried up for Net market
makers because their liquidity forecasts were judged to be
unrealistic in the near term. Exchanges did deliver a place
for buyers and sellers to get together and communicate,
but the interest or ability to conduct actual transactions
within the exchanges became a major hurdle to success.
Analysts now predict that during the next two years
more than 1,000 of today's 1,500 online marketplaces will
fail or merge globally.
Among the challenges faced by exchanges of every
model is that they have been limited to simply matching
buyers and sellers and delivering messages. In order to
survive, exchanges must move beyond matchmaking and
simple transaction management services. They must
implement complete transaction settlement systems and
quell the fears of buyers and sellers who don't feel comfortable doing business in a different way.

WHATNEEDSTOHAPPEN?
What we've come to realize is that people's expectations
have moved vastly beyond what was delivered. Now more
than ever, there's a need to deliver solutions that bring
trust to the trading environment. The provision of trust,
along with core settlement services, will provide a catalyst
for successful e- commerce initiatives, which in turn will
lead to higher degrees of efficiency and liquidity.
We need to provide liquidity in an efficient manner to
be able to supply these services in a way in
which someone can embrace
them. What that means is that any
company entertaining an e -commerce initiative or attempting to
refine their existing e- commerce
initiative needs to review what
parameters they have put in place
to drive liquidity and ensure the
safety of not only their own capital but the capital of their customers. How do companies
protect that? The answer is in risk
mitigation through trust -based
settlement solutions.
If you meet the needs for risk mitigation, you obviously facilitate an element of enhanced liquidity to any marketplace, be it brick and mortar or Net market. Risk
mitigation between market constituents is an element
that arrives at a platform that facilitates that liquidity.
When market constituents meet in a transaction on the
Internet, the new relationship between a buyer and a seller requires an appropriate level of identification as well as
a safety net to ensure the progression of an agreed -upon
transaction. Depending on the level of risk that a seller
wants to assume, he or she can engage in a trust -based
settlement process that virtually eliminates bad debt. To
the extent that they are dealing with a customer with
whom they are comfortable with the credit risk, they can
still have an open order and extend credit to the buyer.
This enables the parties to use a settlement engine that
architects and orchestrates the transaction and that
addresses the lack of interoperability so many enterprises
have confronted when they discovered key technologies
simply couldn't deliver the interoperability that was
promised.
Buyers, on the other hand, need to ensure that the
standards they establish for their particular product are
met. If they're unfamiliar with whom they're dealing but
are able to engage in an arena where they can put cash in

advance that is virtually locked up until it meets the parameters customized to their specifications via a settlement
engine, they protect their capital as well. These constituents can relax their standards as they become more
comfortable conducting business with one another and
yet still reap the benefits of using a settlement engine.
The benefits of a settlement engine allow you to out source the collection department, bring an element of
credit insurance to a transaction, and ensure that logistics
providers, appraisers, inspectors, and
the like, fulfill the needs of both parties in sequence for successful fulfillment of payment.
The settlement engine is an arena
for internal controls for both constituencies, constantly updateable to
meet their evolving needs and
addressing the requirements they
have established for themselves in a
non - Internet marketing strategy. A
successful settlement allows enterprises to deal with the most complex to the simple. The benefits are
immense. Improved efficiency, ease of use, and
fewer discrepancies are only the beginning. The trust service provider ensures the integrity of the transaction, and
transaction cycle times are accelerated, meaning that
trade is completed online in real time. A highly auditable
transaction record is also kept.
The settlement engine also creates improved revenue
and profit margins through the increased adoption of
online commerce, minimization of technology infrastructure costs, reduction of bad debt for sellers and
exchanges, reduction of transaction costs, and enable ment of horizontal services revenue.
As Net markets continue to evolve, a key component of
their survival will be in their ability to sustain global
e- commerce liquidity and efficiency through trust -based
transaction settlement solutions. ■
David Sklar, CPA, is CFO ofEscrow.com, which provides
online business -to- business e- commerce transaction settlement solutions. The company's TransactionPoint settlement
engine offers a complete transaction settlement platform
that enables multiple participants ofonline business transactions to coordinate and manage payment, logistical,
financial, and other transaction - related services, thereby
enabling effective e- commerce. You can reach David at
dsklar@escrow.com.
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NASCENTMARKETSOFWEB-ENABLEDCOMMERCIALFINANCIALSERVICES
AREATTRACTINGAMOTLEYMULTITUDEOFENTERPRISINGSELLERS.

"Whenever I visit software companies," says Harvard Business School professor Andrew
McAfee, "I get them to complete this sentence: `The business -to- business electronic commerce revolution is x% complete: The biggest number I have heard is 5 %. Many say 1%."
Perhaps that's why markets for most corporate "e- finance" services today look early stage in every way. Across the universe of wholesale financial services there's an army of
new entrants vying for action —some with good ideas, others with dazzling technology, still
more with honored reputations. A few combine it all. But almost none have anything that's
sustainable —yet.
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There are so many companies in e- finance that in some
segments many people don't even know who their competitors are. Few sellers are playing the same game or on
the same field —even among outfits operating in the same
product space. Pricing often looks like a dozen scatter
graphs. Business models not only are varied but are often
in flux: If one fails, tweak it and try again. Alternatively,
some companies with good technology can't make it
alone and are licensing their technology to firms —or
alliances of firms —with deeper pockets. While this kind
of consolidation may make some e- finance markets less
fragmented, other new, wholly electronic niches— assetbacked lending, derivatives, all- Internet 401(k) plans, for
example —are attracting an increasing number of industrious sellers.
To buyers, Web - enabled commercial financial services
hold the promise —but not always the reality yet—of a
variety of benefits: narrower margins on trading currencies, fewer errors in cash management, greater liquidity in
financial markets, more transparency in pricing of products, easier access to information, and much lower costs
of raising capital.

FORMATIONOFANINDUSTRY
"This is an incredibly vast and robust industry segment,"
says Gary R. Craft, CFA, founder of FinancialDNA, a new
research and advisory firm specializing in the e- finance
industry. Craft previously was a securities analyst for DB
Alex Brown, E- Offering, and Robertson Stephens where
he focused largely on payment technologies.
From Craft's perch today, the e- finance landscape looks
like "an enormous, ill- defined, and rapidly changing segment of the e- commerce environment." It has an estimated 1,000 companies who are either operational or poised
to be, with only I% publicly owned.
"The traditional players " —i.e., the brick -and- mortar
financial services concerns — "are starting to get it," Craft
says. "They are embracing technology, creating separate
entities." Often, their technology comes from Internet
start -ups. In the credit markets, electronic systems from
established institutions such as Goldman Sachs & Co.,
Bear Stearns & Co., and Merrill Lynch & Co. have been
most popular, according to Greenwich Associates, a
research concern. Yet usage is low. Only 8% of 163 issuers
Greenwich surveyed in late 2000 have used an electronic
debt platform— either from a bank or an Internet financial services provider (see Trends in Financial Management, Strategic Finance,January 2001).
In equities, WR Hambrecht + Co. pioneered use of the
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Internet two years ago to float new equity and debt electronically using the Dutch auction method, through
which bidders, rather than investment bankers, price new
issues. But Hambrecht's only marketed four equity and
one debt issue through its system. Now the firm reportedly wants to license its technology to other investment
banks.

COMINGOFTHECONSORTIA
Next, according to Gary Craft, consortia are gaining
strength, setting up new electronic exchanges, a segment
he refers to as market liquidity (see "E- Finance Markets &
Segments ").
Consortia make a lot of sense to Mark Sievewright,
president and CEO of TowerGroup, a financial technology research and advisory firm. Rather than financial services companies merging, "I can easily see banks and
insurance companies partnering in the wholesale world,"
he says. "It's sharing risk, bringing together strengths, getting critical mass, and protecting existing business:'
In fixed income securities, Market Axess, a consortium
backed by five investment and commercial banks, went
live in October 2000.Among its features is e- origination
of debt issues. TowerGroup analyst Andy Nybo gives
Market Axess a high prognosis of success. As with any
e- issuance system, issuers using Market Axess potentially
realize lower deal setup and distribution costs and a more
efficient method of marketing through Internet multimedia shows, Nybo says. "You can now have a guy sitting
with a PC in Timbuktu who can access the system and
place an order."
The consortia forming for e- foreign exchange present a
"deconstruction rather than disintermediation," according to Sievewright. The market is "being reconstructed
and rebuilt as something else, and we've never seen anything like this before on this scale."
It began when foreign exchange Internet start -ups
CFOWeb, Currenex, and Gain Capital arrived with fanfare and outstanding technology. Above all, they were first
to market. They helped kick -start Web trading of foreign
currencies. Financial managers, treasurers, and controllers
say they prefer multi -bank rather than single -bank or
pure Internet foreign- exchange websites. The big bank
dealers, seeing slim foreign- exchange margins getting
slimmer through Web trading, now want to muscle into
the market.
FXall.com, a consortium of 31 international banks and
half as many technology companies, was formed last year,
initiated by seven commercial and investment banks.

"These are

permanent

E- FINANCE MARKETS & SEGMENTS
categories you'll see over the next three to five years:'
—Gary R. Craft, CFA, E-Finance Analyst,FinancialDNA
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After some delays, it's set to go live by the time this article

cult than many might have imagined. Paul Kimball, co-

is published. FXall will enable multinational companies

head of foreign exchange at Morgan Stanley and chair-

to trade currencies 24 hours a day and to see prices,

man of FXall, attributed the delays to the global nature of

research, and other market information from the partici-

currency dealing, a variety of needs foreign- exchange

pating dealers. In addition to regular trades, known as

clients have, and the "the enormous group of providers!

spot transactions, the new system will let clients buy and

What's more, it's a "tricky world trying to put together

sell currency forward contracts and options to lock in

alliances with your competitors.'

exchange rates.
Putting currency trading online has proved more diffi-

Conspicuously absent from FXall were three of the
world's largest dealers of foreign currency: Citibank, J.P
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Morgan Chase & Co., and Deutsche Bank AG. They've
formed their own consortium called Atriax.com in conjunction with Reuters, which already operates a successful
electronic foreign exchange dealing system. In all, Atriax,
which is reportedly using a piece of CFOWeb's technology, consists of about 50 international banks. It is slated to
become functional sometime in the second quarter of
this year.
"When I see these consortia come to the fore, many of
the things banks are really good at— managing risk, handling money, payments, transactions —are going to serve
them well in the electronic space," Sievewright explains.
Last, according to Gary Craft, "certain areas" of online
banking, insurance, and payments processing are making
significant advances in establishing a -finance businesses.
That goes without mentioning many other a -finance segments, some making more gains than others, among
them asset - backed lending, over - the - counter derivatives,
and all- electronic 401(k) plans.

TWEAKINGANE-FINANCEMODEL
At times, solid e- businesses like Hambrecht's OpenIPO
Dutch auction system or Integral Development's
CFOWeb may have first -rate ideas, talent, and execution

but nonetheless exhaust their resources before attracting
a fickle marketplace. Then, a twist of the business model
may be all that's needed to turn the business around.
That's what happened with e- finance start -up
Companyfinance.com.
Venture - capital backed Companyfinance.com, an ecredit concern, was launched about two years ago during
the dot -com frenzy. Says Troy Dalbey, the company's
director of professional services: "We bought in hook,
line, and sinker" to the sizzling notion at the time of selling traditional products or services electronically from a
website.
Companyfinance.com sought to be an all- electronic
intermediary between traditional lenders and borrowers
who'd come to its website. The idea quickly flopped.
"We learned a seven -figure lesson, unfortunately, in a
very short period of time," Dalbey concedes. After three
months up and running, "we realized we'd never be able
to raise enough money to change people's behavioral
habits," he explains. No matter how much money a startup has, nor ambitions to be a "gargantuan e- finance company, you are never going to replace a Bank of America or
a Chase, which have century-old brands and have invested millions —if not billions —of dollars creating and

Only one stock plan management program
Why get stuck with anything else?
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loan application to lenders throughout the network. If
the loan is funded, the referrer gets a fee from the lender,
which it shares with Companyfinance.com.
"Instead of saying, `We can't help you, period, they now
say, `We can't help you, but I have some good news. We
have a partner lending network, and there may be someone in that network who can help you;" Dalbey explains.
Since its transformation, Companyfinance.com went
from matching 10% and funding 1% of deals that came
through its website to today matching 40% to 50% of
applicants and funding about 33% of them.

E- FINANCE IN FLUX
Dalbey's outlook now of e- finance? "To be successful you
must require the least amount of behavior modification
because the world is not changing as quickly as the original visionaries had figured it would.'
Mark Sievewright would agree. Banks, for example,
have learned "there's no such thing as a -only.You have to
offer multi- channel delivery" using Net systems and
robust branches. "What we've seen is that customers
aren't transacting any less in traditional models; they're
just transacting more overall.'
Jeff Bray is the controller of DynPro, Inc. The company

comes

maintaining brand awareness," Dalbey asserts.
So rather than create a new market at the point of loan
origination and revolutionize time - honored practices of
selling business credit, Companyfinance.com sought to
use its Web technology to empower establishedoriginators of commercial loans.
"We decided we'd rather be the plumbing in the wall, Dal bey says. "We'd enhance the existing market by becoming a
vehicle for brick- and -mortar commercial lenders to improve
their customer relationships' Companyfinance.com has
developed a private label electronic credit referral network
that they host, manage, and market. Today it comprises
150 U.S. banks or commercial finance companies as well as
accounting firms who give client companies advice about
financing. Each network member pays Companyfinance.com
a "nominal" fee to be on it.
For example, if a treasurer goes to his or her bank or
finance company that's part of Companyfinance.com's
network and seeks financing such as a credit line, equipment lease, receivables credit, or other asset - backed loan,
but gets turned down— perhaps because the bank's loan
portfolios are too concentrated in that industry —the
lending officer can click on Companyfinance.com's software from an icon on his or her PC and send the client's
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is an information technology consulting firm that does
systems integration and SAP implementation. It's based
in Chapel Hill, N.C., but has 120 employees in the U.S.,
the U.K, Sweden, and Australia.
Bray uses the online banking features his domestic
bank, BB &T, and international bank, Barclays, offer:
cash management showing debits and credits, daily balances on DynPro's credit lines and purchasing cards,
and electronic payments domestically and internationally. But he'd like to do more electronically. "There's still a
long way to go before the bank can handle all of my
main issues online," Bray says. "I can't get electronic
copies of my bank statements. I can't download the data
to my accounting system to reconcile my bank
accounts:' Although he rarely makes payments with
checks anymore, he'd like to get a digitally photographed copy of the check showing the clearing
stamps on the back.
Nor can Bray use one bank for operations in all four
countries, which would be convenient for paying suppliers and employees overseas and minimizing fees for foreign exchange and transferring funds internationally. At
present, he sends payments electronically to each overseas
party from BB &T through Barclays to each recipient's
account.
"We've been trying to find a Swedish bank that has an
American branch." He's contacted at least four Swedish
banks, each of whom said "the American banking system
was such a headache that they closed down that level of
service in the U.S' The problem, Bray says, is Sweden and
the U.S. have different central bank routing numbers.
"The e -finance markets haven't evolved to the place
where a lot of the administrative headaches that finance
officers face are going away," Sievewright notes. "It's not
going to be as good as it's going to be until those things
are fixed." But to whoever fixes them? "What a huge
opportunity."
Bray's annual cost for currency conversion of overseas
payables is "in the thousands of dollars," which he feels is
too small to worry about hedging the costs of fluctuating
exchange rates. "But if our activity gets to a certain level
where we think it's a concern," he'd hedge the currency
risk and might use an FXall or Atriax.

BRICK-AND-MORTARMATTERS
Then again, despite Bray's interest in the efficiency
and convenience of Internet commercial banking, he
wouldn't do without branch banking and wouldn't
rely on an anonymous credit network to obtain
32
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financing if it obviates his local face -to -face banking
relationship. "If we take on a new client and I have to
hire 20 new employees up front which I haven't billed
out for, I'll need a relationship with a banker who can
get me over that or somebody who knows our business and legitimately understands our concerns and
will help us."
One tenacious problem all e- finance sellers struggle
with is whether an all- electronic format can yield efficiencies without sacrificing customer satisfaction.
When —and where —do people need to be part- and -parcel of delivering that service? Some observers suggest the
answer is the product. The more it can be commoditized,
the more likely it can be sold and serviced entirely by
electronic means. But Dennis J. Ceru, an analyst with
TowerGroup, makes a distinction: "At all levels of electronic marketplace there will always be a need for person to- person contact:' Yet, often among e- finance start -ups,
the notion of human relationships tends to get overlooked. "People and businesses value relationships much
more than they're given credit for," Sievewright says. "It
may sound old - fashioned, but the ability to understand
the needs of a customer and to provide distribution
channels, products, and services that are in line with their
needs remains huge.'

DATASECURITYLOOMSLARGE
As Jeff Bray does more e- finance, he's mindful of the risk
of someone misappropriating DynPro's data. "It's an issue
not only of competitors" getting DynPro's information,
"but anyone who has any interest in our company or even
the government.'
Sievewright foresees "security and privacy of information becoming a battleground of regulation in the next
one to two years." Some protections from the Gramm Leach- Bliley Financial Services Modernization Act of
1999 are beginning to take effect. But there's a lot more
that needs to be done, according to Sievewright. "We're
not going to see the mass take -up of e- business without
it. If people and businesses do not feel comfortable transacting in that environment, guess what? They won't
transact.'
But with the proper protections in place and infrastructure built, maturing e- finance markets will shift
power to buyers who'll benefit from a range of services
delivered conveniently and priced more competitively. ■
Alan Levinsohn is finance editor of Strategic Finance. You
can reach him at alevinsohn@imanet.org.
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he pressure on corporate management
to generate 15% to 25% year- over -year
earnings growth is enormous. Wall
Street's increasing hair - trigger sensitivity
to quarterly earnings reports has
investors driving the value of a company's
stock up or down depending on whether it
met the Street's estimates. During the 1980s,
junk bonds and corporate raiders forced
many underperforming, asset -rich companies
to streamline their bloated corporate structures, cut costs and improve operating efficiency, and divest underperforming assets.
But one of the largest underperforming assets

that all too often seemed to be overlooked or
ignored was corporate real estate. It still is
today.
To optimize shareowner value from corporate real estate, CFOs and senior real estate
executives have several strategies available:
sale- leasebacks, net lease financing, straight
mortgage financing, and synthetic leases, to
name a few. Today a new approach to managing corporate real estate offers many of the
benefits but few of the disadvantages inherent
in real estate strategies. Known as Flex Lease,
this new strategy employs an alliance of specialists (developers, contractors, lenders,
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investors, etc.) who work together from the inception of a
project to deliver as much of the design/build /finance
process as the tenant requires to meet its goals and objectives. The approach reduces rent costs and allows companies to control their real estate and capture future
appreciation. All this takes place within the framework of
a flexible structure based on off - balance -sheet financing.
Before discussing the details, let's first look at why corporations often prefer to own real estate, then analyze the
most common leasing approaches (sale - leasebacks and
the synthetic lease) and compare them to the new Flex
Lease strategy.

WHYOWNREALESTATE?
Corporate real estate assets are largely fixed, generally
illiquid in the short term, and all too often almost invisible in ongoing strategic and financial planning deliberations of senior management. Rarely does a company
assess the true opportunity costs of tying up capital in
bricks and mortar rather than pursuing strategies that
satisfy both business needs and shareowner requirements
to generate 15% to 25% returns. Management typically
doesn't consider issues such as aligning corporate real
estate assets with future space and labor needs, marketing
and distribution strategies, or requirements of new and
emerging technologies. These issues are often afterthoughts or left to the discretion of division managers
who primarily focus on business operations rather than
optimizing the economics of the real estate assets.
So historically, many corporations have preferred to
own rather than lease commercial real estate. Here are a
few of the reasons why:
♦ The property is perceived as vital to running the business and must be controlled by the corporation.
• Management expects future appreciation.
• Facilities can be disposed of if they are no longer
needed without having to negotiate with a landlord.
• There's a belief, particularly among highly rated corporations (A and above), that it's cheaper to finance
properties using the corporation's credit facilities than
to finance the properties as credit - tenant transactions.
• They perceive that the costs of owning property are
less than the alternative of leasing.
At any given time, any of these reasons for owning
commercial real estate can be valid. But given today's
ever - changing business environment combined with the
need to constantly redeploy capital for higher shareowner
returns, senior management must constantly reevaluate
whether past policies and strategies regarding real estate
34
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are right for the future. Two of the most common
approaches are the synthetic lease and sale - leasebacks.

THESYNTHETICLEASE
One strategy available to avoid committing capital to corporate real estate assets while maintaining control of the
properties is to finance these assets using a synthetic lease
structure. Higher -rated companies often use this
approach. Financing typically ranges from five to seven
years, is costly to set up, and is generally limited to projects running $20 million and up. A synthetic lease lowers
a company's rent, which will be based on an interest -only
debt service schedule at interest rates reflecting the corporation's credit standing. There are some attractive benefits, but it's also facing growing Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) scrutiny. Advantages are:
♦ Additional tax deductions don't have to be recorded
for financial reporting purposes. But this benefit exists
only in the short term. If the tenant plans to occupy a
facility for 20 or more years, the aggregate tax deductions
for interest and depreciation under a synthetic lease will
typically be less than a rent deduction in a credit tenant
lease, which must be sufficient to cover both interest and
amortization of debt.
♦ The tenant has full operating control of the property and responsibility for all maintenance, repairs, etc.
♦ The tenant captures future appreciation through a
purchase option at a price that will repay the outstanding
mortgage debt and equity investment.
But synthetic leases appear to be losing favor with corporations because of the real costs and risks to this structure. Consider the following:
♦ Offsetting the lower rent achieved by using an interest -only debt structure, the corporation faces significant
short -term refinance risk since the tenant guarantees the
repayment of the debt in five to seven years regardless of
prevailing rates at the time. In effect, a synthetic lease
structure uses short -term financing to support and control a long -term asset.
♦ Synthetic lease financing is priced at a spread over
LIBOR (London Interbank Borrowing Rate). When
LIBOR rises, the interest cost under a synthetic lease may
be higher than the interest cost under a credit tenant
lease, and the recurring costs for each successive lease
refinancing will be substantial.
♦ FASB continues to raise certain accounting issues
related to the dichotomies between financial reporting
and tax reporting in the context of a synthetic lease structure, as well as between financial reporting as a tenant
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and the underlying economic reality of being the owner
Should there be a future determination that such structures no longer qualify for off - balance -sheet treatment,
it's unclear how that would impact present and future
financial reporting or what restructuring would be
required to correct the deficiencies of existing synthetic
leases. The FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF)
pronouncement 97 -10 significantly limits the involvement that a corporation may have in the development
and construction process to maintain off - balance -sheet
treatment.

SALE-LEASEBACKSOFBUILD-TO-SUITS-CREDIT
TENANTLEASES
A balancing of the benefits and burdens of a synthetic
lease structure may lead a corporation to choose a simpler, more straightforward strategy such as a build -to -suit
where a corporation contracts with a developer to build a
facility either as a merchant builder or as an owner. If it's
as a merchant builder, the corporate tenant owns the
property and enters into a sale - leaseback with an investor
after the facility is complete. But the lease can't contain a
purchase option (even at fair market value), otherwise
off - balance -sheet treatment won't be available. In either
case, the tenant agrees to net lease the property for 15 to
25 years.
A long -term net lease gives a corporation some degree
of flexibility and control over the facilities they lease, and
there's no liability for the underlying debt. At the end of
the lease's initial term the tenant can either walk away or
continue to occupy the property, assuming they had
negotiated renewal options. In this situation, the rent typically increases. Using a developer to do a build -to -suit
places the responsibility for the cost of the project, as well
as dealing with the things that invariably go wrong in a
real estate development, with a developer whose credentials can be well- established in advance.
But there are disadvantages with a build -to -suit strategy compared to straight ownership of real estate or a synthetic lease structure. For instance, signing a long -term
net lease generally locks a corporate tenant into a property that may or may not meet its future needs 10 to 15
years out. Credit tenants (particularly rated BB or higher)
often sign a 20-year lease to obtain a lower rent since the
lessor can finance the property based on the credit rating
of the tenant rather than the value of the real estate.
While shortening the lease term to 10 years, for example,
increases flexibility, it adds to costs since the lessor will
have to finance the property as real estate rather than as
36
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credit. This will require 20 % to 30% equity, rather than
4% to 5 % under a typical credit tenant loan, and result in
higher rent payments. Here are other disadvantages:
♦ Rent is likely to be higher than under a synthetic
lease because it reflects both the cost of debt and equity
as well as amortization of debt, generally over the term of
the lease.
♦ As owner of the property, the lessor —not the tenant —will capture any future appreciation in the value of
the property.
♦ Expanding or exiting a property before the end of a
lease often results in prolonged negotiations with the
landlord and, most likely, will be expensive.

DESIGN/BUILDFLEXLEASEPROGRAM
The new Design /Build Flex Lease program provides corporate tenants with a level of cost effectiveness, operational flexibility, and potential economic benefits that
hasn't been available to corporate management in the
past. It's ideal for corporations whose objectives may be
off - balance -sheet treatment for lease payments, capture
of residual value, efficient use of capital, or flexibility to
dispose of facilities that no longer fit their needs. No matter the objective, corporations that want to increase
shareholder value can benefit from this new strategy.
Available to credit tenants rated BBB or better, a Flex
Lease strategy incorporates a unique 20-year lease that
enables the tenant to control the asset at a price below
market cost during the lease term so it can aquire the
project anytime between years 10 to 20 of the lease and
then terminate its occupancy or implement any other
course of action typically available to property owners.
Alternatively, the tenant has the opportunity to lease the
asset for as long as 50 years. The structure also enables a
corporation to receive off - balance -sheet operating lease
treatment.
Over several years Capital Lease Funding created the
program that an alliance executes. The primary activities
of these nationally recognized market leaders within the
alliance include real estate development, general contracting, construction and permanent loans, insurance, and
equity investment. Recognizing that corporations may
have existing bank, developer, and /or construction company relationships, the program is modular: A corporation can substitute a specific company of their choice to
perform a particular role in the program. Since a corporation ultimately bears the cost of a project through its
rent payments, if it selects a program participant whose
costs are higher or lower than an alliance participant, the

corporation's rent will reflect that choice.
The Flex Lease contrasts with a typical
build -to -suit project where the corporate
tenant must:
♦ Seek out a developer who operates in
the area where the project will be located;
♦ Negotiate the terms, conditions, and
documentation of the deal —often an
extended process;
♦ Be involved with the general contractor
who will construct the project and will have to
arrange construction financing and perhaps a forward
commitment for permanent financing as well.
Let's now take a look at the other advantages compared
to either a synthetic lease or long -term net lease for corporate tenants.
♦ Minimum negotiation takes place among the
alliance partners since the documentation, terms, and
conditions regarding who will be responsible for developing, building, and financing a project are already established. This saves time and money over a typical
build -to -suit project with a third -party developer.
♦ The developer functions as a service provider for a
fee, which is significantly less than the normal developer
profit margin. This arrangement is possible because the
program's general contractor and the proprietary insurance programs cover much of the risk normally assumed
by a developer. Also, the program's developer doesn't have
to arrange construction financing or permanent financing or invest equity in the transaction, all of which are
pre- committed by the Flex Lease alliance partners.
♦ The corporate tenant controls its real estate assets.
This approach allows the tenant to maintain flexibility as
to the future use of the property as well as benefit from
increased property value while retaining the advantages
of off - balance -sheet operating lease treatment for
accounting purposes.
♦ The lease structure gives the corporate tenant an
option to purchase the property between the lease's 10th
and 20th years at a price below the original project cost.
The amount of discount will generally range from 15% to
20 %. This option enables a tenant to terminate its occupancy at any time during the last 10 years of the lease and
alternatively take firm control of strategic assets. The purchase option also reserves substantially all of the economic value of any asset appreciation for the tenant.
♦ A corporate tenant electing instead to continue its
occupancy can do so through a series of renewal options
at rents substantially below the rent during the initial

term of the lease. Whichever strategy
the corporate tenant chooses, they are
better off than if they used a synthetic
lease or traditional net lease.
♦ Synthetic lease transactions require
a bond type lease. Under the Flex Lease
program the tenant could choose a bond
type or triple net lease structure. Depending
>n the tenant's requirements and the form
f lease it selects, the rent would be adjusted
accordingly.
While the Design /Build aspect of the program offers
significant advantages, the program can be used with an
existing property currently held under a synthetic lease
that will soon terminate. In those circumstances, the corporation must decide whether to renew the synthetic
lease or change the structure if they want to continue
occupying the property.
A corporation could direct the present owner to sell
the property to the alliance at the price required by the
terms of the synthetic lease. Simultaneously, the property
would be leased to the tenant under the terms of a Flex
Lease structure, with the purchase and renewal options
described above. It would remain an off - balance -sheet
transaction since the tenant wouldn't have taken title to
the property.

TIMETOOPTIMIZE
Shareowners are pressuring corporations to optimize longterm returns by utilizing corporate assets in the most cost efficient manner. This should include optimizing
shareowner value from real estate. Unfortunately for
investors, calculating the true opportunity cost of committing corporate capital to the ownership of real estate assets
versus deploying this capital at a typical corporate hurdle
rate of 15% to 25% is rarely an ongoing analysis. The Flex
Lease program is one way to help clear that hurdle. ■
William R. Pollert, A.D., is president ofCapital Lease
Funding. He was formerly president and CEO ofEquitable
Bag Co. before joining Capital and has held a variety of
senior management positions at other companies as well.
You can reach Bill at (212) 217 -6322 or
w.pollert@ca.please.com.
Edwin J. Glickman is executive vice president ofproduct
development at Capital Lease Funding. He has more than
40 years' experience in the real estate field. You can reach
Edwin at (212) 217 -6329 or ed @caplease.com.
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UsingthePowerof
�L_DENNIS DEJ
theNet
toRaiseVentureCapital
BY

MARLENE

PITURRO

With e- commerce's place in the financial world less secure than ever, the Nasdaq
finished last year off by 28.3% and 42.2% lower than its all -time high of March
10, 2000. So many dot -coms have turned into dot -bombs that it's hard to discern just where e- commerce fits within the broad business context of New versus Old Economies. But we may gain a new perspective if we see e- commerce as
a set of tools rather than the way to conduct 21 st Century business.
m

Dennis Deegan, the CEO of Warner Power, LLC (www.warnerpower.com), a
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Warner, N.H., firm that designs, engineers, and manufactures customized

Z
0

industrial power supplies and transformers for industry, discovered the Inter-

0

net's power when he had an equity shortfall in his bid to acquire the company.

0

0
0
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A 1967 graduate of Stonehi11 College (North Easton,

Mass.) with a BSBA degree, five years as a staff accountant at Coopers & Lybrand, followed by various financial
positions including CFO at Warner Power and other
firms, Deegan joined Walker Power (Warner Power's predecessor company) as vice president and controller in
1984.He was part of a management team that completed
a leveraged buyout of Walker Power from its parent
company in 1988,becoming CFO of the new entity, the
WPI Group. Growing WPI rapidly by boosting sales, by
acquisition, and by partnering with others in this highly
specialized industry, Deegan oversaw the company's IPO
in 1992.In 1996,he became president and chief operating officer (COO), although he began to have some disagreements with Chairman Mike Foster about the
company's path.
In February 1999,Deegan resigned from the WPI
Group "over the direction of the business," thought things
over, and assembled a team with the intent of acquiring
the company. His acquisition team included Dick Longo,
WPI's group vice president of industrial technology, and
three other vice presidents; Tulimieri Associates of Glastonbury, Conn., another specialized electronics vendor;
and Scott Rogers LLC, a British joint venture partner.
Although the firm had been in existence, albeit under
different rubrics, since 1948 and had a solid track record,
financing the acquisition was more difficult than the team
anticipated. Big local banks offered $ 7 million in senior
debt, leaving a shortfall of at least $5 million. Venture capitalists, totally enamored of dot -coms at the time, turned
thumbs down because Warner Power wasn't a dot -com,
just an ugly duckling Old Economy manufacturing firm.
As efforts to raise equity on their own fizzled, the team
realized they needed a source of capital for subordinated
debt to proceed. Seemingly out of options, Deegan and
Rogers turned to the Internet, with surprising results.
Deegan spoke with Strategic Financeabout how the
Net helped this venerable company move in a new
direction.
SF: Since your industrial niche is specialized, please
explain what you do, inc luding your lines of bus iness and
the number of people you employ.
DD: We're a company that specializes in power conversion solutions. There are three lines of business. The original 50- year -old beginning of the business is magnetic
transformers and other systems that modify or filter power in some way. The second is a line of electronic arc
lamps ballast, which, unlike incandescent lamps, combines elements with gas that flows when ignited. They're
40
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used in medical endoscopes, fiberoptics, lighting, and
signage. The third line, which we acquired, is handheld
terminals and single- purpose computers that control
heating, lighting, and air conditioning systems in buildings. They're also used to service elevators and telephones, in packaging, and in robotic machinery.
Our total number of employees is now 170, up from
140 when we bought the business in 1999.They are split

Venturecapitalists...turnedthumbs
downbecauseWarnerPowerwasnt'a
dot-com,justanuglyduckling
OldEconomymanufacturingfirm..
Seeminglyoutofoptions,Deeganand
RogersturnedtotheInternet,with
surprisingresults.
6 0 % in manufacturing and 4 0 % in support staff such as

administration, sales, and engineering.
SF: Before we discuss the Internet's part in your business, let's go back to your early years in the company.
DD: If

we step back a minute we'll get some perspective
of how the business evolved and what led up to the buyout. In 1982,Walker Magnetics, a small, privately held
firm, bought the predecessor to the power supply operation and named it Walker Power. I joined Walker Power as
vice president of finance in 1984.In 1988,several top
executives at Walker decided they wanted to concentrate
on another core business so we bought Walker, whose revenues at that time were about $4 million. We doubled it in
four years by product diversification and business acquisitions. Because things were going well in '92 we did an
IPO. Taking the business public helped us increase revenues to $10.5 million. In the period between 1992 and
1998,the company continued to have reasonable internal
and external growth. As for my career, I was CFO until
'96,then became president, where I stayed until 1999.
SF: W hat happened next?

felt that we were getting away from our core
competencies in customized industrial power systems and
electronic ballasts, so I resigned in February 1999. Icontacted the owners of Warner Power about acquiring the
DD: I

business in July 1999. I had heard from someone in the
company that they were looking to sell. I wanted a chance
to have hands -on "owner- operators" run the company.
Mike Foster, who was the chairman of WPI and a guy I
knew well, originally assigned an unrealistic value to it. In
late July he became more realistic, and we continued to
talk throughout August. By September we had a handshake and a letter of intent.
SF: Then came the hard part, putting together the
financing for the buyout.
DD: That really was the hard part. Dick Longo, WPI's

former group vice president of industrial technology,
and three other vice presidents —Frank Capracotta,
David Payne, and Steven Siavitch —and I tried to raise
$4 million in equity, but it was much more difficult than
I expected. We decided to approach our investment
banker friend Scott Rogers and people at Power Gems in
the U.K. (Manchester) to help. Dick and I went to the
U.K. and found Power Gems very receptive because we
could do a joint venture for sales, marketing, engineering, and manufacturing of electronic ballasts products.
However, even with our five insiders and Power Gems,
by September we had only raised $1.2 million in equity,

well short of the $4 or $5 million we needed.
We were building up steam, though, and with Scott
Rogers' help we put together our prospectus and other
financial documents to seek financing outside the inner
circle.
SF: With Warner Power's solid track record and long history, you'd think that commercial bankers would be falling
all over themselves to back you.
DD: We thought so, and we pursued them actively, but

we couldn't get more than $7 million, and we needed at
least $4 to $5 million more, if not $8 million more, to do
the deal. By the end of September with me as the lead
guy, Scott Rogers, Power Gems, and the four other inside
guys had to come up with something. We were determined to buy the company.
SF: How about venture capitalists?

W. Scott Rogers and I made the rounds of New England venture capitalists. They were all extremely concerned
about two things: (1) We needed more than they were willing to invest, and (2) the length of time to harvest.
We quickly came to the conclusion that regional venture capital was not going to work at all. At that time dot coms were hot, and the uniform response we got was,
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"Too bad that you're not warnerpower.com. You're just an
Old Economy company." No one wanted to hear about
investing v.c. in a good nuts - and -bolts company that manufactures things. It was obviously time to look elsewhere.
SF: How did you hit on the Net as a possible solution?
DD: Scott said jokingly, "We have exhausted the Yellow

Pages, so let's try the Internet." He thought that was going
to be as productive as using the Yellow Pages, but we were
running out of options.
Scott used a search engine —I think it was Yahoo or
AltaVista —using "mezzanine financing" and "venture
capital" as keywords. He had 10 or 15 hits of possible

Wehadtogooutsidethebox,
becausetheboxwasn'tresponding
tous ... WiththeNetyoushowpeople
yourvalueelectronicaly,and
theyrespondquickly.
firms. We narrowed them down by visiting their websites;
firms funding only start -ups, dot -coms, or service businesses were out.
There were four left. One was capital.com (Bethesda,
Md.). We outlined our project simply, and they
responded in less than 15 minutes. I'm not a patient
man, so I loved that. It was a real response from the lead
principal, Ginger Rollins. She asked for more information and within 30 minutes she had our prospectus and
other investment stuff. One day later the ball was
rolling. Capital.com accepted a long horizon. They had
no problem with $5 million or more. In fact they invested $13.6 million for a majority position ... In short, once
we got in touch with the right company all the roadblocks disappeared.
SF: Why do you think the Net worked so well for you?
DD:To be blunt about it, we had to go outside the box
because the box wasn't responding to us. The traditional
venture capital route is that you get on a plane and do
your dog and pony show. The venture capital /mezzanine
financing world is structured and paced much differently
than the Net. With the Net you show people your value
proposition electronically, and they respond quickly.
In addition to enabling us to do things smoothly and
quickly, it has the capability to transform the way busi42
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nesses raise money. I don't know if that is the case for
deals in other kinds of businesses, but if there's a next
time to look outside the box I would certainly use the Net.
I think that the Net will change the venture capital
business a lot in the next three years or so. The good ones
are continuously fine - tuning their processes. For example, Capital.com put us in touch right away with a company that specialized in mezzanine financing in
manufacturing. They understood our business, our niche,
immediately. They were looking for good, smart, middle of -the -road companies like us. But they didn't cut corners. Their due diligence was not superficial. It was
extensive, the most thorough including the one done for
the IPO. They brought in PricewaterhouseCoopers to do
the financial due diligence, and there was another assessment team in New Hampshire within four days of deciding to go ahead. People talk about doing business at the
speed of the Net, and it's all true.
SF: What did the capital Infusion do for you?
DD: We completed the management buyout, acquired
another product line, and can make other business decisions including acquisitions to meet our needs. My previous mezzanine venture experience was different because
it was so much slower. Now we have significant resources
to do things that make business sense.
SF: How does Net financing change the CFO function?
DD:Compared to my old role, things are moving much
faster. We don't have long courtships anymore where you
have to say: "Let's have meetings. Let's talk about it." You
do your planning and due diligence, then execute.
I don't want to make it seem that the Net will change
things overnight. Things will change slowly. Companies
won't raise $300 million over the Net tomorrow, but for
the $5 million to $25 million range it will work. You have
to be willing to do things differently, to recognize that
there won't be a long courtship. Once you've made your
initial contact electronically, things can move pretty
quickly. Of course, you'll have your face -to -face meetings
later, but both sides will be so much more prepared. The
bottom line is that cash is still the king in business, but
the Net makes it a bit easier for a good management team
with a sound business plan to make a go of it. ■
Marlene Piturro, a journalist and managerial consultant
based in Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in psychology and an MBA in organizational development /finance.
She has written widely about the integration ofaccounting
and IT in various business publications. You can reach her
at m.piturro @aol.com.
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We fix it.
manage it.
E
collect it.
attack it.
recapture it.
resolve it.
reconcile it.
automate it.
staff it.
You profit from it.
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For your greater profits. Booking the
sale is one thing — converting it into
cash that flows to your bottom line can
determine the health of your company.
Managing the revenue cycle is all we do.
When you outsource your A/R process to
us, we'll use best practices, powerful
technology and Web- enabled systems to
increase your profits. So you can deliver
maximum shareholder value.
Our project management staff has over
25 million hours of experience in receivables and revenue management. Our
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams can tackle any
emergency, from collecting your overdue
receivables to resolving disputes and
recovering deductions.
Since 1982 we've generated hundreds of
millions of dollars in profits for over l 0 0 0
Fortune class and smaller companies.
To learn about all the ways you can profit,
call us today at 1 800 216 -40 00, ext. 358•

Moving more profit to your bottom line.

the role of ABM
in measuring
customer value
COMBINEDWITHCRM,

ITCANHELPYOU
DETERMINEHOWTO
INVESTYOURRESOURCES
TOSERVEYOURBEST
CUSTOMERS.

BY JO S E P H A . N E S S , C P A ;
RI C K A . L E T E N D R E , C P A ;

MIC H AEL J. S C HR OEC K, C M A ,

AND W I L L M AR J . D O U G L A S , A C M A

In Pa r t O ne we f ocu s ed on t he need f or
cus tomer lifetime va lue ( CLV) a nd how
it ' s u s ed t o s egment c u st omer s ba s ed on
va lu e. N ow w e' r e r e a dy t o ex p l or e how
t o u s e a c t ivit y - b a s ed ma na gement
(ABM) to mea sur e customer lifetime
va lu e a nd s how ho w yo u c a n u s e C L V
informa tion to esta blish one -to -one
customer r ela t ionship s tr a tegies
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CPA;

he measurement of cost —not revenue —to the
customer level poses the greatest challenge to
customer lifetime value measurement. While
revenue can usually be collected by customer from the
appropriate billing system, cost information is aggregated into general ledger departments and accounts
and requires a good deal of analysis and disaggregation before you can meaningfully attach it to individual customers. Activity -based management gives you
the tool set to accomplish this.
In contrast with ABM, traditional cost management techniques are almost exclusively product
focused and rarely make visible the cost to acquire
customers and, later, to serve and retain them. CLV
requires that costs be measurable across four dimensions: Cost to Acquire, Cost to Provide, Cost to Serve,
and Cost to Retain. Figure 1 (on p. 46) illustrates the

components of the CLV calculation.
Before you can develop these cost dimensions, you'll
need to understand the activities performed. ABM plays a
significant role in measuring CLV since many of these
cost dimensions include indirect costs, which are measurable through ABM but aren't readily visible in financial
systems.
Here are the cost dimensions of customer lifetime value and a description of how activity-based management
is used to quantify them:
Cost to Acquire— consists of all costs related to the customer acquisition process. They are likely to be unique to
a specific acquisition channel or even to a specific campaign. Examples are advertising, marketing, direct mail,
telesales, proposal or bid development, and direct sales
activities. While these are theoretically one -time costs to
attract new customers, in practice companies must invest

in these areas to reacquire a lost customer
as well as to position new products and
services with their existing customers.
ABM plays an important role by identifying the cost of all major customer acquisition activities and associating these costs
to customers based on their acquisition,
and potentially reacquisition, patterns. For
example, the cost to acquire an account
through a competitive proposal effort
would exceed by many times the cost of
an unsolicited order received through the
company's website.
Acquisition cost includes the cost of
successful acquisition efforts and the cost
of failed efforts. This gives weight to the
adage, "It costs five times more to obtain a
new customer than it does to keep an
existing customer."
Cost to Provide— comprises all costs
related to the products and services provided to customers, such as the cost to
build or assemble products or to deliver
services. For a manufacturing company,
these would consist of materials, labor,
and perhaps an appropriately assigned
share of indirect manufacturing costs. For
a service company, this would likely consist of the human
and related support services engaged in providing its core
services to that customer. For an asset - intensive company,
in an industry like telecommunications or power generation, this would also include an assigned share of asset related costs such as depreciation or maintenance and
could include capital carrying costs as well.
Most companies' cost systems typically provide product or service costs, often at a unit level. Even if this is the
case in your business, you should take a critical look at
the quality of unit cost information because many cost
systems are based on antiquated standard cost rules and
may yield unreliable product or service unit costs.
For service companies, this is particularly important
since a comprehensive service catalog of costs per service
may be missing. In this case, ABM techniques can once
again be applied to help you understand how the activiApr i l 2 0 0 1
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ties of the organization support the serFigure 1: Customer Lifetime Value —Cost Dimensions
vices delivered to the customer.
Customer Lifetime Value is the sum of
Cost to Serve— refers to all costs related
customer profitability over the life
—
to servicing and maintaining customers.
Year1
of the relationship with that customer.
For example, activities related to service
provisioning, customer service, billing,
warehousing, distribution, and accounts
Year2
receivable management are derived by
way of ABM, based once again on each
customer's actual service characteristics.
Year3
Through the years, supply chain and
and
beyond
pre- and post -sale customer service activities have become large and important
expenditures for many companies. In
At the outset of a relationship, companies may see an
addition, expedited delivery services, customer hotline
initial "loss" of investment in the relationship since acquisupport, and dedicated account service teams are but a
sition costs have no offsetting revenues. Over time, the
few of the costs to serve that may be consumed by some
customers at a different rate from other customers.
cumulative margins generated by that customer will offIn many cases these costs have been considered "below
set the cumulative cost for acquisition, service, and retenthe line" expenses, but they're really significant compotion, resulting in an eventual positive contribution to
profit. Once that occurs, the customer's lifetime value
nents of overall customer service cost. As customer serswitches from negative to positive. From that point on,
vices grow more varied and complex, relating these
the longer a company maintains a productive relationship
different service levels to customers becomes critical. This
is especially true for those services that are differentiators
with that customer, the greater the customer's lifetime
and make up a more significant share of the overall cost
value.
It isn't uncommon to hear the argument that many of
structure.
the costs of acquisition and service are fixed so they aren't
Cost to Retain — includes all costs incurred for the benrelevant to the customer. We disagree. Our experience has
efit of retaining or enhancing the customer relationship
shown that the behavior of many so- called "fixed" costs
after the initial sale has been made. In concept, these
are highly influenced by levels of customer activity, so they
would include the costs of relationship building, cross tend to be variable based on the methods /approaches used
sell campaigns, and customer incentives. In practice,
to acquire and service each customer. Unfortunately, once
many of these costs may be indistinguishable from the
the costs of acquiring and servicing customers are incorcosts to serve described above.
porated into a company's cost structure, they rarely disapFigure 2 illustrates the ability to leverage the ABM
pear, even when the customer leaves.
architecture, transforming the traditional ledger structure
Further complicating this issue, product pricing all too
into activities and then associating the consumption of
often doesn't distinguish between the value of product
these activity costs to customers, which results in a fully
and the value of service the customer is receiving. The two
absorbed cost of the relationship with a customer.
components become blurred in a single price, and, over
Once you determine the cost of customers and align
time, the customer loses sight of what they're paying for.
costs and revenues over the customer's historical lifetime,
We've
found that many organizations can benefit from
you can establish the relative value of the customers.
disassociating their pricing for product from their pricing
Figure 3 shows how these costs accumulate over the life
for services. This is called menu pricing. Companies who
of the customer relationship and combines the cumulafail to maintain their customers' focus on value for price
tive revenue from the relationship to determine the liferisk losing their differentiation to an aggressive, no -frills
time value generated from the customer.
competitor offering a slimmed -down mix of services.
Positive customer lifetime value occurs at the point
While activity -based management provides a powerful
where cumulative revenue exceeds the cumulative costs of
set of tools you can use to measure customer lifetime valcustomer acquisition, cost to provide, cost to retain, and
ue, companies who have implemented ABM realize that it
cost to serve.
46
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Figure 2: ABM Cost Management Methodology —Cost Flow

G/LCosts

Processes/Activities

requires a greater commitment of resources and management buy -in than traditional cost accounting does. Our
experience has shown that ABM efforts are most successful when ABM doesn't stand on its own but is closely
aligned with a "strategic imperative" within the company.
Customer relationship management is a good example of
a strategic imperative that will benefit from integration
with ABM.

TECHNOLOGYENABLESCLV
The past few years have witnessed major advancements in
customer relationship management processes and technology.
Companies have moved from
implementing single CRM
applications such as sales force
automation, customer service,
marketing automation, and echannel (B2C) to implementing integrated CRM. Integrated
CRM provides a multichannel
approach that brings together
information from every cus-

ActivityUnitCosts

tomer touch point, stores this information within a data
warehouse, analyzes this information using sophisticated
data mining and customer analytics models, and delivers
these results back to each of the customer touch points.
Only by combining relevant financial data within the data
warehouse and including CLV as an integrated part of
customer analytics can companies truly be able to achieve
their CRM objectives.
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Figure4: Cu st o me r S t r at e gies by V a lu e a nd D e mo gr a phic S e gme nt s

APPLYINGCUSTOMERLIFETIMEVALUETODEVELOP
CUSTOMERMANAGEMENTSTRATEGIES
As companies shift from a traditional product focus to a
customer focus, CRM represents a fundamental change
impacting virtually every aspect of an organization. This
includes its business strategies and operating processes,
application and technology infrastructure, management
and organizational structures, and sometimes even its
culture. To achieve successful customer relationship management, organizations must foster behaviors and impleSTRATEGIC FINANCE
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■
■
■
■

Stimulate volume
usage or margins
Direct marketing
of cross -sales
campaigns
through low -cost
channels
Bundled product
offerings of
segment-aligned
products
Direct mail
offerings of
segment-aligned
products

Improve Profitability

■

■

■

Grow Revenue

■

Focused
mar ket ing to
increase volume
Align customer
service t o
increase value
Incent to lower
cost services
(VRU/ Internet vs
direct customer
service)
Direct mail
offerings of
segment-aligned
products
Reduce costs
while maintaining
customer service

ABM efforts can take advantage of the tremendous
strides that have been made in the automation of CRM
processes and the new technology that has been developed to help facilitate the collection of financial and statistical information. The implementation of integrated
CRM systems has created new opportunities for companies to collect enriched information. This includes
resource distribution and cost driver information to produce the outputs required for ABM and CLV Examples
include customer ordering histories and channel usage,
customer call frequency and duration, marketing activities, delivery and service requirements, and product volume, mix, and revenue data. As a result of this
automation, much of the information needed to produce
customer lifetime value measures are a by- product of this
customer relationship management automation.
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Reduce Cost

■

■
■
■

program
Customer loyalty
promotions
"Hotli ne" support
Personalized
support for "hight ec h" products
Penetration
pricing of high
retention services
Reward programs
for champion
referrals
Personal account
plans

■

•
•
■
■
•
•
•

Preferred
customer

Grow

■

Nurture

Demographic Segments

&

Value
Segments

No direct
customer care
Additional
charges for
customer
services (e.g..
charge for calling
help center more
than 3 times a
month)
Reacquire In
lower -cost
channel
No direct
marketing of
products
Simplify and
reduce billing
costs

ment processes and technologies that support coordinated customer interactions throughout every customer
touch point. This process often includes new ways of♦ Marketing to and caring for customers;
• Establishing sales channels tailored appropriately to
customers;
♦ Establishing a partner community centered around
common customers;
• Fostering innovation and collaboration with the aim
of improving customer service and loyalty;
• Investing in the creation, capture, and dissemination
of customer knowledge within the organization,
among partners, and potentially with customers;
• Leveraging information technology to enable the
transformed practices mentioned above.
Customer lifetime value provides a sound basis for
decision making regarding investments and strategies for
each of these. Through CLV and through the ability to
understand and segment customers based on value, companies will be better equipped to develop customer management strategies that focus on:
♦ Directing marketing and sales resources toward those
customers that create the greatest value;
♦ Enhancing loyalty programs that help retain high value customers;
♦ Modifying customer service activities for low -value
customers;

♦ Increasing customer service activities for high -value
customers;
♦ Developing service pricing distinct from product
pricing (such as menu pricing).
Customer - centric management requires differentiated
customer strategies and the ability to match specific customers with "personalized" treatment. CLV measures will
segment customers based on their value contribution.
Understanding the value customers create will help you
develop specific actions, such as those shown in Figure 4,
which should result in better and longer relationships
with your best customers and increased profitability for
your company.
The combination of customer relationship management and activity-based management gives you greater
visibility, not only into a customer's relationship with
your company, but also regarding how your company
invests its own resources to support customers. It lets you
establish customer - centric metrics and benchmarking of
progress against best practices. It's this visibility that will
provide you and other members of management with the
information and knowledge you need to effectively segment customers and manage both customer relationships
and internal delivery processes.
By its nature, ABM can deliver accurate profitability of
customers and information around the cost of customer driven activities. This information can guide you in two
directions — either move customers to less resource- intensive service delivery channels or reduce the incidence and
cost of activities and processes that are delivered for the
customer.
Perhaps the most valuable application of CLV is forward looking. By understanding the characteristics of
profitable and unprofitable customers, you'll be better able
to predict the behavior of future customers and better target your company's business development activities. If you
can predict a "Loser" early in the acquisition process, you
can avoid costs and resources that you would have spent
on negative value creation and invest them instead in providing superior service to "Champion" customers.

If your company is contemplating or currently implementing CRM, we invite you to consider the following
suggestions:
Assess your CRM Initiative—If your company is implementing CRM, do you have CLV measurements, and are
they providing the correct insights?
Determine value of Integrating ABM with CLV—If your
organization is implementing CRM, but hasn't implemented ABM, consider the need for ABM in calculating
your CLV measurements.
Align current ABM efforts—If your company has implemented ABM and is implementing CRM, there's a powerful opportunity for synergy between these two initiatives.
The result of integrating customer relationship management and activity-based management through the
implementation of customer lifetime value will be greater
shareholder value and creation of loyalty with customers
who create the most value for your company. Organizations that aren't including customer lifetime value in their
CRM toolkit, or those basing CLV solely on revenue generation, might find themselves having superior relationships with the wrong customers. ■
Joseph A. Ness, CPA, is a partner with Management Consulting Services of PricewaterhouseCoopers in St. Louis, Mo.
He's responsible for coordinating the firm's Activity Based
Management consulting practice throughout the U.S. You
can reach him at .ioe.ness @us.pwcglobal.com.
Michael J. Schroeck, CMA, CPA, is a partner with Management Consulting Services of PricewaterhouseCoopers in Rosemont, Ill. He is the partner champion for Pricewaterhouse Coopers' Data Warehousing and Customer Analytics Practices. You can reach him at mike.schroeck@us.pwcglobal.com.

Customer lifetime value provides an objective approach
to identifying customer's value contribution. Activitybased management serves as the foundation and the tool
for measuring CLV As organizations put this information into motion, they are better able to develop strategies to enhance the value derived from customer
relationships.

Willmar J. Douglas, ACMA, is a principal consultant with
Management Consulting Services of Pricewaterhouse Coopers in St. Louis. His major experience lies in designing
and implementing financial and cost management systems,
particularly ABCIM systems. You can reach him at
willmar.Dou,g.las@us.pwWlobal.com.
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Rick A. Letendre, CPA, is a sales account manager for Management Consulting Services of PricewaterhouseCoopers in
Houston, Texas. He's responsible for supporting development of new service offerings and business development in
the Financial Management Solutions practice. You can
reach him at rick.letendre @us.pwcglobal.com.
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Canyoubeliable for
retirement fund
disasters?
BY EDWARD E. SHARKEY
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own software firm, they had little trouble attracting
qualified employees by offering stock options in lieu
of highly competitive salaries and benefits. As their
company grew from $100,000 in revenue to more
than $4 million, however, their need for staff outgrew
the pool of candidates willing to work for a stake in
the company alone. To attract and retain valued
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The entrepreneurs needed to hire a retirement plan
manager. It so happened that Peter, the husband of one of
the company's best clients, managed pension funds for an
insurance company. John and Susan thought it would
cement the company's bond with the client if Peter handled the company's retirement plan. Peter was happy to
help. John, Susan, and Peter met with the company's
accountant to discuss options for the plan. Peter recommended investing the plan assets in a diversified portfolio
of mutual funds and investment contracts. He offered to
set up the plan and handle all of the plan's investments
for no fee. John and Susan agreed to establish a plan, and
Peter prepared the documents for them to sign.
The entrepreneurs were then free to focus on their
company's growth while Peter handled all of the pension
plan investments and tax documents. Once a year, Peter's
assistant contacted the company's accountant to obtain
revenue and profit figures, and the following day the
assistant faxed a form that detailed the company's contribution to the plan for that year. The accountant cut a
check in that amount to fund the plan. Peter didn't discuss investments with John and Susan, and they had little
time for such details. Once a year Peter delivered annual
statements and discussed the plan with John and Susan.
The statements didn't identify specific assets held in the
plan, but since employees' individual statements typically
showed a significant increase from year to year employees
didn't complain.
Trouble began at a cocktail party. A staff member
heard other guests extolling the remarkable returns they
had received on their retirement investments in the past
several years. This employee wondered if her account had
performed as well. Later that night, she examined her
plan and determined that, apart from the contributions
made by the company, her retirement account had yearly
returns on investments that fell consistently between 4%
and 6% during a period when the broader market
returned an average of 21 % per year. That's when she
started complaining to other employees at work.
Just two months after the cocktail party, John and
Susan received the civil complaint. Several employees in
the plan alleged claims against John and Susan individually for breach of their fiduciary duties to the plan under
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act ( ERISA).
Among other things, the plaintiffs alleged that John and
Susan breached their duty to act solely in the interest of
plan participants when they placed the plan with a
client's relative. They further claimed that John and Susan
failed to perform due diligence before choosing a plan
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manager and administrator. Finally, the plaintiffs alleged
that John and Susan failed to investigate or take action
when the plan's investment returns fell significantly below
relevant benchmarks year after year.
The plaintiffs demanded that John and Susan personally make up the difference between the plan's actual performance and what it should have been if the fund had
been prudently invested. They estimated the amount to
be $1 million. The plaintiffs also demanded that John and
Susan pay their attorneys' fees and the expenses of the
litigation.

WHOISAFIDUCIARY?
John and Susan were stunned. After the shock of the lawsuit waned, they wondered if they really could be personally liable for a shortfall in the plan. They had signed the
documents to create the plan, but Peter, an investment
professional, handled all of the assets and decisions.
Moreover, they were victims along with their employees
since they had substantial assets of their own in the plan.
ERISA § 3(21)(A) provides that a person is a fiduciary
with respect to an employee benefit plan to the extent
that the person:
i) exercises discretion or control over management of the
plan or its assets;
ii) renders investment advice for a fee; or
iii) has any discretionary authority or responsibility over
administration of the plan. 29 U.S.C.§ 1002(21)(A).
Courts have interpreted the test for fiduciary status as a
functional one; that is, whether the person has or exercises the functions described above. Increasingly, courts
have emphasized the broad sweep of this functional definition. Those who carry out plan administration, asset
management, and provision of investment advice are
routinely held to be fiduciaries.
The functional test for fiduciary status would seem to
favor John and Susan, who had delegated the investment
and administration of the plan to a professional. Unfortunately, this wasn't the case. When John and Susan
checked the documents, they learned they were the
trustees, and Peter's name was nowhere to be found. The
Department of Labor regulations provide that the plan
trustee is one position that automatically carries fiduciary
status. ERISA also requires that all plan assets be held in
trust by one or more trustees who have exclusive authority and discretion to manage those assets.

WHATARETHEDUTIESOFAFIDUCIARY?
John and Susan had no idea of their responsibilities as

doesn't excuse a breach of duty to use due care. If a fiduciary doesn't have sufficient knowledge and experience
with a particular matter, prudence requires a diligent
investigation, including the retention of independent
experts when necessary.
So where did John and Susan go wrong? The decision
to delegate the plan to their investment manager was, in
theory, a good one. In fact, given their lack of investing
experience, if the trustees hadn't sought professional
assistance, they likely would have run afoul of the prudence requirement. In addition, ERISA provides a safe
harbor to trustees who delegate investment responsibilities to an investment manager. To the extent that a trustee
appoints an investment manager, the investment manager
becomes a fiduciary with respect to those assets, and the
trustee won't be liable for the manager's investment decisions. But a trustee doesn't relieve itself of all obligations
merely by delegating responsibility to an investment
manager.

THESOLEINTEREST STANDARD INPRACTICE
trustees and fiduciaries. ERISA imposes four distinct
duties on plan fiduciaries that require them to act solely
in the interest of plan participants and:
1) For the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants and defraying expenses of the plan;
2) With the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person
acting in like capacity and familiar with such matters
would use;
3) By diversifying the investments of the plan so as to
minimize the risk of large losses; and
4) In accordance with the documents and instruments
governing the plan.
ERISA § 404(a)(1), 29 U.S.C. § 1104(a)(1).

Acting "solely in the interest" of the plan means an
ERISA fiduciary has only two legitimate goals: provide
benefits to participants and minimize plan expenses. This
means a fiduciary can't engage in self - dealing with plan
assets. It also means that a fiduciary may not favor the
interest of a third party over those of plan participants.
The courts say a fiduciary must act with an "eye single" to
the interests of plan participants and beneficiaries. Finally, ERISA requires that a fiduciary act to defray the
expenses of the plan.
Prudence focuses on the process the fiduciary used in
making a particular decision, not whether the decision
ultimately had a positive or negative effect.
A fiduciary's lack of knowledge in a particular area

The decision to select a particular manager must be to
benefit the plan and minimize costs. John and Susan
selected Peter as the investment manager principally
because he was an important client's spouse. Because they
funded the plan exclusively with contributions from their
company, the trustees felt somewhat justified in securing
a corporate benefit at the same time they chose a capable
investment manager for the plan. The problem: John and
Susan never considered alternatives and were thinking
first of the company, not the plan.
The simplest way to avoid this situation is to avoid
doing favors with the placement of plan assets. As a fiduciary to participants who intend to rely on plan assets to
retire, a trustee is obligated to look after those assets with
even greater care than their own. If the best manager for
the job turns out to be a relative, friend, or client, trustees
should document their decision carefully, including all of
the potential managers they considered, the information
received from each one, and the criteria used in reaching
the final decision. After all, any subsequent evaluation of
the merits of the trustee's decision will take place in the
context of a problem that has arisen, and the fact finder
will begin its evaluation with the unfavorable fact that the
manager is linked to the trustee.
Trustees should ask themselves: If I hire this investment manager, and the portfolio is cut in half by investment losses, will my most cynical employee question my
motives in selecting the manager?
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PRUDENCEINPRACTICE
ERISA requires that trustees use prudence in selecting a
manager, delegating to the manager, and monitoring the
manager. Here's what John and Susan needed to know to
avoid trouble with their retirement plan.

SelectingaManager
Prudence under the ERISA standard of reasonableness
dictates that a trustee investigate and interview more than
one candidate for the role of investment manager. The
trustee should begin the process by requesting proposals
from multiple managers that will include the following
information:
• Names and r6sum6s of the individuals who will
actually provide services;
• The availability and amount of professional liability
insurance;
• The nature of any past, present, or threatened litigation or regulatory investigations involving the firm;
and
• The firm's proposed service contract and its fee
structure.
Of critical importance: Trustees should document their
efforts to select an investment manager and the criteria
they used in the selection process. The final selection
should be by a vote of the trustees, which also should be
documented. The choice of an investment manager doesn't
need to conform to a particular standard other than it be
reasonable and, more important, justifiable in light of the
plan's status and objectives. In the end, the choice may turn
out to produce a bad result. The trustee won't be liable if,
originally, the decision was reasonable under the circumstances and the trustee can demonstrate that.
This wasn't the case with John and Susan. When the
two selected an investment manager to handle the plan's
assets, they met with only a single candidate and hired
him. They also failed to take other pertinent steps. Not
only did they fail to request and review Peter's credentials, investment philosophy, and returns over an extended time period, they also didn't request and follow up on
references who used his services for more than one year.
Taking these steps will demonstrate that the decision was
well thought out, even if it turns out to be a disaster. By
failing to take these steps, the trustees violated their fiduciary obligation to the plan.

DelegatingtoaManager
Not all delegations are equal. ERISNs safe harbor for
trustees who delegate investment responsibility to an
54
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investment manager requires some formal steps, and it
won't shield trustees from liability for investment decisions unless the investment manager acknowledges the
delegation in writing. ERISA defines the term investment
manager as an individual:
1) who has the power to manage, acquire, or dispose of
any asset of a plan;
2) who is (i) registered as an investment adviser under
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940; (ii) is a bank, as
defined in that Act; or (iii) is an insurance company
qualified to perform services described in subparagraph (A) under the laws of more than one state; and
3) has acknowledged in writing that he is a fiduciary
with respect to the plan.
ERISA § 3(38), 29 U.S.C. § 1002 (38)
John and Susan's potential liability for Peter's poor
investment decisions took a drastic turn when it turned
out that the plan documents contained neither a delegation of investment responsibility nor a written acknowledgment of that responsibility by Peter. This meant that
John and Susan weren't insulated from liability for Peter's
investment decisions.

MonitoringtheManager
Although ERISA provides a safe harbor to trustees inasmuch as they can't be held liable for investment decisions
if they properly designate an investment manager,
trustees must monitor investment managers. Prudence
requires that a fiduciary make efforts to keep abreast of
the activities of their co- fiduciaries. This means obtaining
and reviewing statements from the money manager at
least quarterly and also responding to red flags. John and
Susan should have seen Peter's offer to handle the plan's
investments for no fee as a red flag. Instead of charging a

defined fee for investment management and plan administration, Peter invested 90% of the plan assets in securities, including fixed annuities, that provided him high
commissions as the salesperson.
A trustee won't be held to the standard of an expert,
but a trustee must use the prudence of a reasonable person in monitoring the actions of professionals who work
for the plan and in addressing apparent problems. Failure
to promptly raise issues with the investment manager
after they arise constitutes a violation of the trustee's duty
of prudence. A major sign of trouble would be unexplainable and unusually poor investment returns, especially over a lengthy period of time. Other red flags with
respect to investment managers include failure to:
•
•

Provide regular and detailed account statements,
Respond to inquiries by trustees or participants in a
timely fashion, and

♦ Provide evidence of ownership of assets listed on plan
statements.
Trustees should also monitor the plan's lawyers,
accountants, administrators, and pension consultants so
that all professionals add value for the cost of their services. The arrival of a quarterly financial statement is an
excellent reminder and opportunity for routine review
and evaluation of not only the plan but also its profes-

by another, often through receipt of a summons and
complaint, imposes further obligations on a trustee.
ERISA requires a fiduciary to make a reasonable effort
under the circumstances to remedy a breach of fiduciary
duty by other fiduciaries. ERISA § 405(a)(3), 29 U.S.C. §
1105(a). Failure to take steps to remedy a breach by a cofiduciary may result in liability.
In the case of John and Susan, receipt of the summons
and civil complaint put them on notice that there was a
potential problem with Peter's performance. In addition
to their potential liability for hiring and failing to monitor the investment manager, John and Susan could face
liability if, after receiving notice, they fail to take immediate steps to investigate Peter's investment decisions and
take appropriate steps, including possible legal action on
behalf of the plan.
The trustees' own alleged negligence doesn't restrict or
limit their duty and capacity to pursue claims on behalf
of the plan. Indeed, contributory or comparative negligence by the trustee isn't a bar to an action against a cofiduciary such as an investment manager. This is so
because, when a trustee brings suit to redress a breach of
fiduciary duty by another, he or she does so on behalf of
the plan, and the cause of action isn't forestalled by the
trustee's contemporaneous negligence.

sionals. Lawyers, for example, should provide timely and
clear responses to inquiries and practical as well as legally

COMPOUNDINGTHERISK

technical advice. Legal advice is a recitation of the fidu-

Trustees need to know their fiduciary obligations, if for
no other reason than ERISA imposes personal liability on
fiduciaries who violate their duties. Ultimately, trustees
must evaluate the risk of sizable personal liability in light
of employees' increasing sophistication about investment
and retirement issues. More and more employees are
becoming sensitized to the performance of their retirement plans, and they regularly compare their returns to
standard benchmarks, such as the Nasdaq composite
index. When those returns fail to measure up, trustees
should anticipate that their decisions may be questioned,
often years after the fact. Growth in the equity markets, as
well as the proliferation of personal finance magazines
touting "10 Ways to Retire 10 Years Early," will only compound that risk. ■

ciary duties required by ERISA. Practical advice is tips on
how to choose and monitor investment managers without running afoul of the law.
Accountants should issue financials to meet deadlines
for filing Form 5500 and preparation of actuarial reports,
be responsive to trustees' inquiries, smooth coordination
with administrators, and provide clear reports to the
trustees. Pension administrators should have comprehensive written procedures regarding servicing plan participants and systems to handle the needs of the plan and its
participants. The number of complaints and appeals
from participants is a good indicator of the administrator's success. Finally, pension consultants should understand the plan in detail and provide advice on running
and improving the plan.

YOU'READEFENDANT-NOWWHAT?
A trustee's fiduciary obligations don't end with a lawsuit.
Often, plan participants sue a trustee for problems caused
by others, including investment advisers and plan administrators. Discovery of a possible breach of fiduciary duty

Edward E. Sharkey is a lawyer with the law firm of Dickstein Shapiro Morin & Oshinsky in Washington, D.C. The
firm represents ERISA trustees in litigation. Questions or
comments concerning this article or related issues may be
directed to Edward at (202) 955 -6686 or
sharkeye@dsmo.com.
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Controlling
the
Uncontrollable
Supply chain mangement ofyour fuel costs can
help you gain a competitive advantage.
BY HAROLD R. LOGAN, JR.

Fuel costs are difficult to forecast and even tougher to control. The price of
natural gas climbed 79% last year, while oil was up by 57 %. Many economists say these increases affected almost every industry across the board,
contributing to a significant fourth quarter slowdown.
Prices are so unpredictable because of a mix of external forces, market
fundamentals, and basic economics: OPEC keeps the price of crude oil high
by limiting the supply, while strong economic growth creates more demand.
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Deregulation, industry consolidation, and outside political and nonbusiness pressures impact fuel channels as
well. So do environmental compliance efforts.
Fortunately, good supply chain management (which
we'll define as seamlessly moving raw materials through
production and into the hands of the end user) means that
"difficult" doesn't necessarily translate as "impossible.' It
could, in fact, make for a stronger competitive advantage.
Whether your fuel concerns are as simple as cooling a
warehouse, or as complex as those the fuel- intensive
transportation industry faces, there are strategies to manage your context and reduce costs in the fuel supply
chain. These strategies are as successful for companies in
the food and beverage industry as they are for retail
service stations.

UNDERCONTROL
Defining and analyzing the supply chain is the best way
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to start. Pull back, and focus on your objectives (such as
efficiency and cost containment) while reviewing and
rethinking every element of the process in order to make
the most effective impact.
Begin by creating flowcharts for each process that
occurs with all fuel transactions. Include all administrative and logistical steps in the procurement and use
process, as well as all steps in fuel distribution and data
tracking. (See Figure 1 for an example.)
Once you've mapped out the supply chain, evaluate
your fuel expenses in order to gain control of them. Consider both direct and indirect costs.
Direct costs include the cost of commodity, the cost of
distribution, and perhaps overhead.
Indirect costs include administrative costs of procurement, accounts payable, fuel tracking, theft, and the
queuing of vehicles waiting for fuel. They also include the
fuel component of inbound and outbound freight, as well

as travel expenses such as rental cars and airline tickets.
Indirect costs may also pertain to other energy- intensive
supplies where fuel surcharges are regularly imposed. On
the surface, these indirect costs may not seem to warrant
much attention. But in aggregate they can be quite
significant.
In most organizations, the evaluation of direct and
indirect costs is an unrealized opportunity for savings;
few companies even define the magnitude of the opportunity. In fact, many corporations find the task of estimating savings opportunities overwhelming. Many
logistics managers and CFOs feel that getting a handle on
many of these indirect costs is out of their control.
The fact is that many of these costs can be controlled.
For example, a fuel supply chain management company
that has relationships with the transportation sector can
pre- negotiate your fuel charges on contracted freight or
vehicle leases. These contracts, which can cover months
or even years, can help you achieve long -term structure
and savings.
As a matter of fact, an outside supply chain relationship can minimize virtually every cost associated with

both direct and indirect fuel logistics. (See Figure 2 for an
example of the entire supply chain.)
Taking the time to search for these savings opportunities can have big payoffs. One major commercial /industrial manufacturer captured competitive advantage by
identifying (and hedging its exposure to) fuel costs inherent in its contracted freight rates. By locking in shipping
costs well in advance, it could easily manage the overall
cost of shipping in the budget process.
But what carrier is going to guarantee freight costs
without a fuel surcharge caveat? With the correct supply
chain relationships, fuel costs can be benchmarked at
known market values without limiting the carrier's margin structure or the shipper's budget process.
Managing the commodity aspects of the fuel supply
chain can also be beneficial when negotiating longer -term
contracts where fuel or freight costs represent a significant portion of overall costs. In fact, many shippers have
found that the fuel management process enhances their
core carrier relationships, while carriers have discovered
that the process may deliver an extra advantage in the
competition for additional contractual business.
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Obtainingandretainingcontrolofthefuelsupplychainwithoutcolaboration
withoutsideresourcesortechnologyisdifficult,inefficient,andcanresultinthe
lossofcrucialstrategicopportunities.
.
.......................................................................................... ...............................

THEONLINEADVANTAGE
One key to taking control of the fleet fuel
supply chain involves using the Internet
as an integral force in unifying and
coordinating every element of the supply
chain. Thanks to Web - enabled applications, even smaller users can purchase commodities directly in the global market.
Whatever the senior financial manager's perception of a certain technology or opportunity may be,
the Internet has very likely changed the reality. The decision to properly implement using the Internet helps drive
costs out of the fuel supply chain. Companies can accomplish this without significant capital through collaboration with outside organizations experienced in
technology and fuel supply chain management.
For example, a working system allows many types of
"live" transactional data to be at a customer's fingertips in
a Web - enabled format. This type of application helps
minimize supply chain costs and provides easy access to
information essential to core business operations (such as
product allocation, prices, invoices, bill of lading, contract
ratability, and other transactional data). This e- business
application automates the fuel dispatch process. Functionality provides for electronic confirmation of inventory management, order generation, order receipt, delivery
confirmation, and direct electronic funds transfer (EFT)
payment processing. These functions optimize time and
cost variables associated with each component of the
supply chain.

OUTSIDEIN
Yet companies that embrace fuel supply chain management still face a fundamental question: Should the staff
implement it, or should managers outsource the task to
an experienced team?
As a general rule, internal control of indirect fuel exposure hasn't been approached strategically because many
organizations' awareness of indirect risks is vague and fragile. In order to develop and sustain their existing core competencies, companies often find it necessary to concentrate
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on minimizing resources and management
attention to noncore activities.
Handling the fuel supply chain internally requires budgeting for a significant
long -term investment of physical and
intellectual resources. And considerable
time must be allocated to staff training and
education. Decentralization and cross -functionality of different divisions increase the degree
of difficulty of trying to control even direct fuel costs.
In most situations, obtaining and retaining control of
the fuel supply chain without collaboration with outside
resources or technology is difficult, inefficient, and can
result in the loss of crucial strategic opportunities.
Fuel supply chain management activities should concentrate on three basic components:
1. The commodity,
2. Operations /logistics, and
3. Administration.
Once you have thoroughly analyzed your internal
processes and the associated costs, you can begin the
search for an outside resource to help manage the supply
chain. With so many consultants claiming expertise in
supply chain management, choosing the right resource
can be difficult. Fortunately, the criteria for choosing the
right working relationship to manage a commodity supply chain are clear and straightforward.
Consider these issues when searching for a supply
chain management partner:
• What is the company's sphere of influence?
• What are the company's applicable physical assets?
• What is the company's technology base?
• What kind of innovations does the company
demonstrate?
• What type of relevant experience does the company
have?
Unless the supply chain partner you've chosen has the
assets, experience, and technology to manage the economical procurement, transportation, distribution, and
administration of your product, it will be very difficult to
determine a good value.

and experience fit your needs.
It's common for many commercial or industrial firms
Keeping these guidelines in mind helps you take a
to have a large overall demand base for product or to
comprehensive approach to choosing a supply chain parthave significant exposure to fuel costs in aggregate —but
ner. Building a relationship based on a foundation of
not in any one geographic market. These firms fail to
shared goals and mutual trust is the glue that holds the
benefit from their size because they don't represent sigentire process together. ■
nificant volume to any one specific supplier. Success
depends on leveraging your partner's skill set and buildHarold R. Logan, Jr. is executive vice - president /finance,
ing a competitive technological solution for both your
TransMontaigne Inc. (http://www.transmontaigne.com),
direct and indirect product requirements.
an independent provider of supply chain management for
The relationship between your company and the
fuel in North America. You can reach him at
outside resources you choose to work with should
rlouan @transmontaigne,com.
combine innovative technologies with core competencies, creating a value -added supply chain that helps drive out
costs. Don't fall into the trap of
hiring consultants to define
opportunities that have little
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employees
You can win your staff's loyalty by treating them

or

as associates not subordinates.

p art n e rs?
BY MILTON ZALL

otivating employees isn't easy. Everyone has unique psychological, emotional,
and professional needs, and we all have different reasons that drive us to
satisfy them. Yet it's every manager's job to create an environment that helps each
employee meet his or her individual needs while simultaneously reaching bottom -line
business objectives.
In his famous "Hierarchy of Needs" theory, sociologist Abraham Maslow showed the
gradual escalation of workers' drives and motivations:
W
W
J

f

Z
2

J
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Physiological needs are at the bottom of the hierarchy and involve basic physical
needs —the ability to acquire food, shelter, and clothing. These needs must be satisfied
before an individual can progress up the hierarchical ladder.
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Managers who encourage employees
to use initiative and to set higher
challenges for themselves achieve better
results than managers who incite
competition among employees.
Step two in the hierarchy involves safety needs.
An individual requires a safe, nonthreatening workplace—job security, safe equipment, and a secure work
environment.
Step three involves social needs. Once a person's basic
needs are met, the individual can concentrate on his /her
social needs — contact and friendship with fellow workers,
social activities, and other opportunities.
As we move up the hierarchical ladder, we come to ego,
which consists of external recognition, acknowledgment,
and rewards.
The highest level of need is self- actualization— realizing our dreams and using our gifts, talents, and potential.
Progress through this hierarchy is the essential quality
of human life. When people's basic needs are addressed
and they feel secure, they begin to focus on internal motivation. Some individuals pursue material luxury, while
others pursue their thirst for knowledge or artistic expression. Many are compelled by a desire to lead or help others, to play the hero, or to shine in society. A manager's
challenge is to discern what makes each employee tick and
to motivate each employee accordingly.
But external rewards work only temporarily. You and
other managers need to create an environment where
employees are committed to their jobs, their fellow workers, and their company. But this is a challenge. Although
as a manager you can't play the role of psychologist or
psychoanalyst, it benefits your company if you can discover who every worker is—get to know their drives, special gifts, abilities, hopes, and plans for the future. If you
take time to discover these attributes, you'll be able to
find the best fit between employees and their jobs —a
crucial step in building motivation.

ALIGNINGBUSINESSOBJECTIVESANDEMPLOYEE
MOTIVATION
Most organizations are doing away with traditional hierarchies, instead emphasizing teamwork and cooperation.
For employees, this means fewer promotions and more
collaboration. For employers, this means coming up with
64
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new ways to coax maximum versatility and productivity
from all team members. Incentive plans are an increasingly popular strategy for aligning organizational and
individual goals by treating employees as partners in both
the risks and the successes of the business.
On a personal level, there are some common needs
among all employees: the need for self - expression, the
hope for professional development and career advancement, the desire to be accepted as a team member, the
wish to be respected by management and to take pride in
their work, and the need to be acknowledged, trusted,
and rewarded. Through strategic communications, management's job is to communicate company goals; market,
industry, and business information; and future plans —
and to invite employee feedback. As a manager, you must
learn how to place people in roles where they can use
their abilities and make progress toward their personal
goals. If you fail to do this, your company may experience
substantial financial loss due to turnover, accidents, lawsuits, rebates, refunds, and loss of customers and sales.
You and other managers must learn how to create a
corporate culture and a supportive work environment.
This begins with strong leadership and excellent management. It continues with effective human resources strategies— positive discipline, fair and just treatment for all,
clearly defined policies, and career and personal development training programs. It demands effective organizational communications, tools to facilitate
communication, team assignments, reward programs,
objective appraisals, adequate pay, and good benefits and
company activities.
Because employees want personal recognition, it's
important for them to know that management is aware of
their existence and that managers recognize them,
remember their names, and greet them. Individuals and
departments need to be thanked for hard work and special feats, and they should be rewarded for unique contributions. Managers who encourage employees to use
initiative and to set higher challenges for themselves
achieve better results than managers who incite competi-

tion among employees. Gaining personal accomplishments at the expense of others undermines teamwork
and threatens customer service. You can win the loyalty of
your employees and get their best input by treating them
as partners, by showing concern, by listening, and by
sharing.

SOMEPROGRESSHASBEENMADE
Over the past 25 years, as companies began experimenting with innovative workplace practices, two distinctly
American high- performance models have emerged. The
first is a U.S. version of lean production that relies on
employee involvement. The second is a U.S. version of
team production that relies on employee empowerment
for performance gains. Productivity improves the most
when work is reorganized so employees have the training,
opportunity, and authority to participate effectively in
decision making. Performance improves when employees
know that they won't be punished for expressing unpopular ideas and won't lose their jobs if they help to
improve productivity.
Employees want to receive a fair share of any performance gains — assurances that unionized workers in high performance companies already enjoy. Attempts to
improve performance by manipulating compensation
packages have proven counterproductive. After all, it's far
easier to design an incentive system that will do management's work than it is to reach consensus about goals and
problems or to confront difficulties when they arise. The
average life of an incentive system is about five years, and
when the system stops paying off, employees turn against
it. Soon precious attention, time, and money are expended on endless debates about the incentive system.
On the other hand, companies have seen remarkable
gains in productivity and performance when workplace
reorganizations make employees partners in the enterprise. The best efforts include employment security, gain
sharing, and incentives to take part in training. In this
sense, compensation packages are an important component of the human resource practices that are necessary
to support high - performance work systems.
What can you and other managers do? You can focus
on paying people equitably rather than using pay as an
instrument of motivation. You should avoid coupling pay
with yearly or quarterly performance and promote the
top 10% or 15% of employees for outstanding long -term
contributions. The poorest performers should be weeded
out, while the rest should be praised for good performance and recognized through other means.

THEMOTIVATINGORGANIZATION
A successful approach is often to carve employees into a
share of the profit created by their part of the company.
Profit should be defined in relevant cash -flow terms after
covering the cost of all capital employed —a measure that
Stern Stewart & Co. calls Economic Value Added (EVA).
EVA provides employees with three clear incentives: to
improve profitability, to grow profitability, and to withdraw resources from inefficient activities. EVA also directly ties decisions to the net present value of their
enterprise.
More than 50 prominent companies have adopted the
EVA approach to profit sharing. All key managers at
Quaker Oats have been on an EVA sharing plan for several years, and Scott Paper Company introduced an EVA
incentive program for all salaried employees at the beginning of 1993. Another example is Starbucks. Just as IBM
is remembered by its strict dress code and Microsoft is
known for its laid -back culture, Starbucks will be remembered for its innovative employee policies and its employee- focused management style. Although Starbucks is a
multibillion dollar company, the company management
structure is relatively flat. Howard Schultz, chairman and
CEO, guides a team of about 10 other senior executives.
Starbucks company power is divided under the control of
three people or functional officers: the chief executive
officer (Howard Schultz), the chief financial officer
(Michael Casey), and the chief operations officer (Orin
Smith). From there, a handful of regional managers oversee nearly 2,000 branch managers, who are responsible
for all the partners in their own stores. Managers at the
store level feel much closer to top executives. Store managers are encouraged to develop a career within the company, and the relatively flat management structure allows
them to do so.
Intrinsic motivation —being motivated by challenge
and enjoyment —is essential to creativity. But extrinsic
motivation —being motivated by recognition and money— doesn't necessarily hurt. The most creative artists
tend to be motivated more by challenge, but they also
tend to be motivated by recognition. Can employee motivation be accomplished? Not easily, but if you plan it with
sincerity and care and incorporate the notion of employee partnership, you'll succeed. ■
Milton Zall is a freelance writer who specializes in taxes,
investments, and HR/business issues. He is a certified internal auditor and a registered investment advisor. You can
reach him at miltzall @starpower.net.
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tainment on a device that fits right in

the sites is limited to a num-

your pocket. You can take it with you

ber of stories and articles—

anywhere. ■

Neal Hannon, Editor

XBRL

XBRL: It All Starts With a Dream
SOME PEOPLE MIGHT ARGUE THAT XBRL IS IMMATURE.

After all, the 1.0 specification has only been around since
the end of July, and only a few companies are currently
selling XBRL- enabled products. Others might argue that
XBRL will never reach complete acceptance in the financial community. It's too radical. Too different. I say we've
only begun to dream.
With most innovations, people and technology need to
move through four distinct phases: the dream, the enabling technology, the simplification, and the acceptance.
The dream identifies what is desired. The enabling technology creates a clunky, crude, high -tech solution that almost nobody understands. The simplification takes the
almost unworkable technology and makes it easy enough
for millions of people to actually benefit from it.
Acceptance of the technology into our daily lives comes
swiftly after that.
How important is the dream? Without a dream of the

future, nothing will change. Dreams are the sunshine and
air of innovations. Back in 1945, Vannevar Bush expressed a dream of the future. Frustrated by the inability
of nearly 1,000 of the brightest scientists in the world to
effectively share their considerable individual knowledge
while working on the top secret Manhattan Project, Bush
articulated a dream. He urged that men of science should
turn to the mammoth task of making our immeasurable
store of knowledge more accessible (www.theatlantic.
com /unbound /flashbks /computer /bushf.htm). Bush's
dream inspired others to create machines that could store
knowledge in a way that everyone could share it. Soon
after the article appeared, the development of computers
moved into high gear.
The dream behind XBRL is to render business reports with an XML- compatible code so that all users in
the business reporting supply chain can have a more efficient means of report preparation and provide for the

71

reliable extraction of financial data
across all technology formats. With
XBRL, financial data only has to be
entered one time, reducing the risk
of data -entry error and eliminating
the need to manually key information for various formats. This
achieves a lowering of preparation
costs and an increase in access to
information for investors and financial analysts.
Let's take a step back and look at
the dream, or promise, of XML, of
which XBRL is a subset. The promise of XML is to provide a means
by which groups of individuals can
define a set of markup tags that
enable them to communicate information structure and content
across disparate computer networks and systems. This would be
similar to providing bar coding,
like you see on supermarket items,
to information contained in business reports.
XBRL provides coding for every
detail on a financial statement. For
example, if a balance sheet reports
the account inventory, the XBRL
document that explains the report
could, at the option of the preparer,
contain information about what inventory accounts roll up into that
account. A flat -text report, presented in Adobe Acrobat'rm or marked
up in HTML, could not do the

First International XBRL
Meeting Held in London;
IAS Taxonomy Released
The first international meeting for
XBRL was held in London the
week of February 19 -23, 2001.
Two days of public meetings, followed by three days for XBRL
members, explored topics such as
the newly released International
Accounting Standard (IAS) taxonST RAT EGIC FIN AN C E

XBRL Welcomes First
African Member
The XBRL community is welcoming
a new member, FRS — Financial Reporting Solutions (Pty.), Ltd. to the
XBRL software development
effort. FRS is a manufacturer of software used to automate the production of IAS - compliant financial
statements. Based in Bruma, South
Africa, FRS becomes the first organization based in Africa to join XBRL.
From the FRS website:
"FRS has evolved over the past
five years into an organisation

Separate yourself
from the crowd...

same.
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omy, proposed enhancements for
the XBRL specification, and industry- specific sessions. The
group sessions included banking,
regulatory agencies, insurance,
general ledger, EDI, investment
companies, and tax preparers.
XBRL worldwide is expected to receive a large boost from the public
release of the IAS XBRL taxonomy
because many nations' reporting
requirements are more closely
aligned to IAS than they are to
U.S. GAAP. Please check the
XBRL.org website at www.xbrl.org
for the latest developments regarding XBRL for IAS.
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which is poised to have significant
influence in the financial reporting
arena. Utilising sophisticated technology to develop business solutions, FRS will change the way financial information is gathered
and presented to users. This innovation is a significant development, in that end users of financial
information will now be capable of
producing their specific financial
information of the highest standard without the intervention of
skilled, expensive accountants and
professionals.
"Born of an accountant's desire
to simplify and speed up the production of financial statements in
the auditing environment, FRS has
harnessed the skills of a team of
specialists to assist in creating leading edge technology and a unique
stable of products and services
which will provide high quality solutions to a myriad of financial information related problems. FRS is
able to operate throughout the
global village, as all of its solutions
will incorporate internationally
recognised standards." ■
Neal Hannon has been writing and
giving seminars about the Internet
since 1996. He developed IMA's
Internet Essentials for Financial
Professionals, which has been delivered 50 times throughout the
U.S. He is a member of the IMA's
Information Technology Committee. Hannon has written a book,
The Business of the Internet, as
well as numerous articles for business magazines. He joined the
XBRL.org steering committee in
July 2000 and in August was
named IMA's voting representative.
In September, he was appointed
cochair of XBRL.org's education
committee.
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NUMERIC KEYPADS FOR
NO T E B O O K P C S

GENOVATION offers a variety of
high - quality universal keydesktop computers,
I
pads for mobile and

POSITION SUMMARY:
Work under the direction of the Managing Director. Instrumental in establishing and main-

s

taining a full -cycle call center operation. Strategize with other team peers on increasing
membership, retaining current members, increasing member satisfaction, and incorporat-

providing unmatched

ing the implementation of new products and services.

versatility, simplicity, and
programmability. Genovation has been
a leading provider of numeric keypads
since 1989. For information, CALL:
(800) 822 -4333. FAX: (949) 833 -0322.
INTERNET: www.genovation.com.

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS:
Develop the call center operation unit; manage the operations of the call center to
increase member subscription /acquisition, member services satisfaction, and retention;
identify and utilize appropriate channels of communication to execute implementation
strategy; participate in team conferences, sharing knowledge, information, and ideas
among team members; understand efficient process flows and track, analyze, and utilize

HELP W ANTED
Entergy, one of America's largest
utility companies, has multiple

operational output data; tactfully handle customer service problems and on- the -spot
training of department staff; identify and rectify procedural and functional systems
issues/ problems.

openings for the following occupations in multiple locations:
*Financial Analysts
*Management Analysts
*Market Research Analysts
For immediate consideration, please
forward your r6sume and salary
requirements to: Entergy Corporation and operating subsidiaries,
Attn: Ms. Lori Hendler, HR Department, PO Box 61000, New Orleans,
LA 70161. Phone (504) 576 -4117.
EOE /M /F /D /V Principals only. You
will only be contacted if you are
considered for an interview.

POSITION REQUIREMENTS:
Previous experience as a Call Center Manager/ Operations Unit Head; strategic thinker
with proactive, forward-thinking ideas; ability to handle high pressure; easygoing personality; people motivator; demonstrated management skills; strong organizational and leadership skills; ability to think "out of the box'; Bachelor's and /or Master's Degree preferred;
team - oriented, empowered, and professional with a "can do," forward- thinking approach
who takes initiative.
QUALIFIED CANDIDATES SHOULD SUBMIT RESUME TO:
Jean T. D'Agostino, CPA, Director, Human Resources
10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645
Fax: (201) 573 -0942
e -mail: 'dagostino@imanet.org
www.imanet.org

j1�

kl0r,II MA
EOE

Strategic Finance is indexed in the Accounting and Tax Index and is available via microform and /or electronic databases from Bell & Howell Information and Learning (formerly UMI),
P. 0. Box 1346, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1346. (800) 521 -0600 or www.umi.com.
Permission is granted to reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in courses of instruction, so long as the source and IMA's copyright are indicated in any such reproductions.�Written�application�must�be�made�to�the�Editor�for�permission�to�reproduce�any�of�the�contents�of�this�issue�for�use�in�other�than�courses�of�instruction�—e.g.,�textbooks
and books of readings or cases. Except as otherwise noted, the copyright has been transferred to the IMA for all items appearing in this magazine. For those items for which the
copyright has not been transferred, permission to reproduce must be obtained directly from the author or from the person or organization given at the end of the article.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent IMA policy unless so stated. Publication of paid advertising and new product and service information does not constitute an endorsement by the IMA of the advertiser or the product or service.
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KELLY FINANCIAL RESOURCES
SEEKS BRANCH MANAGERS

2001 Openings include: CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA, NEW YORK,
WASHINGTON D.C., DETROIT,
BOSTON, PHOENIX, WALNUT
CREEK, CA, ORANGE COUNTY,
CA, SAN DIEGO, and MINNEAPOLIS. Kelly Financial Resources is one
of the newest and fastest growing
professional business units at Kelly
Services. As part of the Kelly Services
company, our Professional Technical
Staffing Alternatives Division generates in excess of $1 billion in professional placements to Kelly's Worldwide clients. As the Branch Manager
of Kelly Financial Resources, you
will be given a unique opportunity
to build your own business under
the umbrella of a staffing leader that
has placed 12 million people over its
54 year history. Kelly's current
clients include 95% of the Fortune
500 firms. Running your own P &L,
you get to execute a business plan
with the resources of a $4.5 billion
staffing leader behind you. Your
business development priorities will
be focused on the most senior level
financial buyers, including CFOs
and controllers. In addition to managing a project staffing business, you
will be charged with building a full
time placement practice. The ideal
candidate will have a Bachelor's
Degree and 5 years of management
exp. in a P & L environment. We
seek staffing industry experience
76
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KELLY
F I N AN C I AL
RES OU RC ES

with financial placement experience a
plus. You must have excellent verbal,
written, and listening skills and be
comfortable making presentations to
senior management at client companies. Please send us your r6sum6 for
review. E -mail submissions go to
staffing @kellyservices.com (preferred). Fax (800) 522 -9819 (alternate). Please include the source code
IMAad.
CM A /CFM REVIEW

CMA EXAM FLASHCARD REVIEW
SYSTEM. Pass Now... in a FLASH! Over
1,000 flashcards. FREE information
kit. Call (800) 435 -3769. FAX (609)
724 -0679. Visit ham:/ /www.tutorial
group. com. Mention this ad for $20
OFF complete set order. CFM /CPA
Flashcards also available. The Tutorial
Group, Inc., 120 Paddock Drive,
Columbus, NJ 08022.

HELP WANTED

FINANCIALjobs.com — ON THE
INTERNET. NOTABLE JOB OPPORTUNITIES! httl2://www.FINANCIALjobs.com. Michael Muller, Scott
Marlow Agency.
CAREERM AG.COM

LAUNCHED IN 1994, CareerMag is
the most comprehensive career resource on the web. Post your r6sum6
and search over 80,000 current job
listings from hundreds of Fortune
1000 companies. Other features
include workplace and job search
articles. Call (888) 440 -5110 to post a
job or log onto www.careermag.com.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
Rates: $4.00 per word - 15 word minimum.
Advertising copy over 50 words is charged at
display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count as one
word each. All classified advertising must be
prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for copy is 40 days
preceding month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must be submitted in
typewritten, double- spaced form. No
telephone orders accepted. Copy may be
faxed to Alice Schulman at (201) 573 -0639
or e-mail: aschulman @imanet.ore.

CM A /CFM REVIEW

GLEIM/FLESHER CMA/CFM
REVIEW. The most effective way to
PASS the CMA/CFM exams. Over
5,000 questions. Software emulates
Sylvan computerized format. Per part:
books $24.95, software $44.95, cassettes
$64.95. Earn CPE while you study.
(800) 87- GLEIM. www.gleim.com.

Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to
accept or reject advertisements for Strategic
Finance Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S. funds must accompany each order. Mail to Strategic
Finance, Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645. Tel. (800) 6384427, Ext. 280.
Display Rates: Please call for more
information.

H E L P W A NT E D

Advertiser

Web Address

Pare No

Accountemps

www.accountemps.com

BNA Software

www.bnasoftware.com

Cognos

www.cognos.com

Creditek LLC

RS No

7

1

17

8

1

3

www.creditek.com

43

11

EPS Software

www.epssoftware.com

21

18

ERTrade Securities, Inc.

www.etrade.com

ICMS

www.LeaffABM.com

14

IMA Annual Conference

www.imanet.org

15

Cambers

www.lamberscpa.com

72

MicroMash

www.micromash.com

61

Navision Software US, Inc.

www.navision- us.com

9

6

OutlookSoft Corp.

www.outlooksoft.com

2

37

Pendock Mallorn Ltd.

www.pendock.com

PRG

www.prg(.com

Robert Half Marketplace

www.roberthalf.com

TransMontaigne Inc.

www.transmontaigne.com

C2

24

UNICCO Service Co.

www.unicco.com

C4

14

Visa U.S.A. Inc.

www.visa.com

C3

19

y

Entergy Power Group has multiple
openings for qualified Financial Analysts, Management Analysts, and Market Research Analysts. Please send
resume and salary requirements to:
Ms. Kim berI Kasher, En tergy Power
Group, Parkwood Two Building, Suite
150, The Woodlands, TX 77380,Phone
(281) 297 -3130 EOE /M /F /D /V Principals only. You will only be contacted if
you are considered for an interview.

EDI T O RIAL AD VIS OR Y B OARD
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA; Louis Bisgay, CPA; Germain
Boer; Robert Boyle, CMA, CPA, CFPIM; Anthony Joseph
Cataldo, CMA, CPA; Anthony S. Cavalieri, CMA, CPA,

30 -31

7
35

22

CIA, CFM, CPIM; Anthony Curatola; Robert A. Czekanski,
CMA; Rebecca Dillard, CMA, CPA; Donna Forrest, CPA;
Joan Foster, CMA: Bridgette Hobart, CPA; Thomas J.
Jordan, CMA, FHFMA, CMPA; Alfred M. King, CMA, CFM;
Roland Madison, CPA; Edward J. McCracken; C. Mike

10

Merz, CMA, CPA; John G. Mezquita, CPA; J.T. Marty
O'Malley, CMA, CPA; Michael D. Osheroff; William L.

5

16

Paladino; Susan Pierce, CMA, CPA; Grover L. Porter,
CPA; William J. Rogers, CMA, CPA; Patrick Romano,

78 -79

CMA, CPA, EA; Annette West, CMA; Robert West, CPA

Registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy

'

'

'

CPE

as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Reg-

istry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy
have final authority on the acceptance of individual
courses. Complaints regarding registered sponsors
Strategic

North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN 37219 -2417, (615)

by the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Copyright

880 -4200. The North Carolina State Board of CPA

2001 by IMA. (800) 638 -4427 or (201) 573 -9000. Fax: (201) 573 -0639. E -mail: info@strategicfinance

Examiners does not accept CPE Credit for reading

ma .com. Periodicals postage paid at Montvale, N.J., and additional mailing offices. Price $10 per copy.

Strategic Finance and taking a self -study quiz. IMA

FinanceTM

may be addressed to NASBA, 150 Fourth Avenue

(ISSN 1524- 833X /USPS 327 -160) Vol. 82, No. 10. April 2001. Published monthly

Subscription rates, per year: members, $45 (included in dues, nondeductible); nonmembers,

Sponsor Numbers: Florida 1 -229; New York 000349;
Texas 28; and NASBA 103004. Qualified sponsor of

$140. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to IMA, Data Entry Department, Montvale, NJ 07645 -

CPE for individuals enrolled to practice before the IRS

1760. Allow six weeks for change. For faster service, please enclose your present mailing label and new

(enrolled agents).

address including ZIP code.
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
RobertHalf is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

COW Accoun,
A service industry company is looking for a Cost Accountant
to function as the key support individual to the Regional
Controller. Candidate will be responsible for compiling, analyzing and ensuring integrity of financial data and recommending
solutions to improve financial results, including assurance that
financial practices are sound and in accordance with GAAP as
well as company guidelines and procedures, and maintenance of
internal control procedures to safeguard assets. Responsibilities
include profitability and growth analysis, monitoring the financial performance of the company, analyzing the impact of business decisions on short- and long -term profitability, preparation
of the annual plan, preparation and analysis of financial packages
(real - estate transactions, financial assistance, sales, etc.) The ideal
candidate will have experience in financial analysis or a combination of F/A and accounting in a retail, service, manufacturing or
CPA firm. Salary to $65K.

StHospital
affAccountarj
/medical service company is looking for a Staff
Accountant. The position will be responsible for cost analysis
of surgical procedures, assisting with budgets, forecasting and
modeling, and will work directly with the Head Physicians,
Corporate Controller and CFO. Ideal candidate will have a
degree in accounting or finance with 1+ years' experience in a
related field, plus excellent communication and presentation
skills and confidence in abilities. A lot of growth and upward
mobility is available. Salary to $45K.

Senior Accountant
$200 - million division of a Fortune 500 mining company is seeking a Senior Accountant. Position will manage month -end close
with the Regional Controller, assist with yearly budgets, review
and occasionally perform account reconciliation, assist in maintaining accounting policies and procedures, perform journal
entries, work with outside auditors and perform special projects
when needed. The qualified candidate for this position will have
an accounting or finance degree with 2+ years of related accounting experience. A strong personality with the will to succeed and
progress to the next level is needed. Good opportunity for
growth. CPA or CPA track is a big plus. Salary to $45K.

Finance Director
A large financial service company has need of a Finance Director
for their Human Resource area. Position will be responsible for
all the GAAP financial reporting as it relates to compensation
and benefits, and will coordinate budgets for corporate benefits
and payroll as well as participate in the integration of mergers.
The ideal candidate must have 5+ years' corporate accounting
experience, CPA or CPA track, as well as strong financial reporting and budgeting skills. Salary to $65K.

Controller
A Controller with the ability to learn quickly and make decisions
is needed for a small company in the construction field. Position
will be responsible for managing all accounting functions of company, including supervision of 3 staff accountants who work on
accounts receivable, general ledger, accounts payable, human
resources, payroll and customer service. The Controller will be
responsible for cash -flow management, maintaining banking relationships, review of financial statements, gathering of tax info to
be prepared by outside CPA, maintenance of 401(k) plan,
MIS / hardware/software troubleshooting/assisting with training and
implementation issues of Timberline, and maintaining insurance
requirements. The ideal candidate must have experience with cost
accounting and construction or with Timberline. Salary to $55K

Controller
Textile manufacturer is seeking a Controller to be responsible for
the daily accounting function of a two -plant division. Position
will assist the VP of Finance on numerous projects such as inventory management, accounts receivable and cash flow, as well as
various special projects aimed at better controlling expenses,
increasing profits and improving efficiencies in the plants. Prior
experience in or exposure to combining two separate accounting
functions into one centralized divisional function would be a
huge plus, since combining these previously decentralized functions will be one of the first projects to be performed by the new
Controller. Accounting duties include cost, inventory, AM A/R,
general ledger and monthly closing. Ideal candidate must be
extremely hands -on, possess good interpersonal skills and be able
to interface with all levels of the organization. Minimum requirements include a BS in Accounting with at least 6 years' experience in a manufacturing company, knowledge of credit and collection issues and a good working knowledge of Excel and Word.
A strong background in cost accounting and any past work experience on pricing and proposals would be pluses. The ideal candidate would have textile industry experience, and experience
with EVA, Balanced Scorecard, ISO 9000, TQM or other similar
initiatives would be beneficial. Other preferences include a working knowledge of AS 400 and experience with ACCESS and
PowerPoint. Salary to $65K.

Internal Auditor
Large employer has an opening for an Internal Auditor. Position
will be responsible for handling financial, operational and some
IT audit work. Travel is up to 40%, mostly domestic. Company
is innovative and diversified, providing an excellent environment
to learn and grow. Candidate must be a CPA, CIA or CISA and
have 3+ years' Big 5 experience. Additional skills that are pluses
include: IT audit, especially software applications experience;
some understanding, education or experience with engineering;
and experience with trade, marketing, environmental, process
improvement and business processes. Salary to $85K.

Business.�,S„� ,�4#u�A.�--.ys�
A world class high -tech manufacturer is looking for a Business
Systems Analyst to join their team. This is an excellent opportunity
to be involved in the ongoing development of cost systems, process
improvement, working with MRP systems and financial reporting.

A degree in Accounting or Finance is preferred. Salary $55 -60K.

A hands -on Controller is needed who will report to the Owner/
President of a small engineering/construction/manufacturing
company. This successful company seeks the diversified accounting generalist who enjoys doing everything including financial
statements, cash management, bank relations, review of contracts, general accounting and financial analysis. Position will
supervise one accounting clerk. Any exposure to Peachtree would
be a plus. Salary $45 -50K plus a small bonus.

& nancial

r Ana1w

Outstanding opportunity for an intense, results - oriented self starter to take on a Financial Project Analyst role. Position will
work as a key team member in implementing complex cross functional and cross - business projects to reduce cost, enhance
revenue, and develop a customer experience consistent with the
company's financial and customer relationship management
objectives. A BS degree in Finance, Economics or Accounting is
required; drive and sense of urgency, tempered and disciplined
by concern for accuracy and quality of work, are desired. Entrylevel to experienced analysts will be considered. Salary $40 -45K.

CeM,� M�d,./..,,/ ` t a u t
A growing international service firm is looking for a Senior
Accountant. Position reports to the Assistant Controller and has
strong potential for growth. Responsibilities include various
accounting projects surrounding financial reporting, budgets,
taxes (foreign and domestic), as well as participation in process
improvements and the creation of efficiencies in the finance area.
This person will also assist with the preparation of the annual
budget and quarterly forecasts and the creation of ad hoc analysis /reports. Bachelor's degree is required, as well as public
accounting experience, solid technical accounting knowledge and
good overall systems skills such as Excel. Salary $50 -55K.

Bu.d&
10

a

e

A telecommunications company is looking for a Budget Manager
to be responsible for the development of the annual overhead budget, monthly overhead forecasts and comparison of actual results to
Plan and forecast. Position will also have responsibility for overhead
rates, assisting with development of annual business plan, and other
special projects as necessary. Bachelor's degree in Finance is
required, with MBA and 3 to 5 years of directly related experience

in budgeting in a public company preferred. Salary to $55K.

Qikfik

A t ransi t company is seeking a Cont rol l e r wit h a t horough

knowledge of generally accepted accounting principals, internal
control practices, financial reporting and budgeting. Position
requires experience and knowledge of public finance and
accounting; effective written and oral communication skills;
knowledge of Federal, State and local laws and regulations applicable to grants management, finance, payroll and accounting;
ability to interpret and apply regulations; ability to gather, organize, and analyze information, arrive at sound conclusions and
synthesize concepts; and effective interpersonal, supervisory and
leadership skills. Bachelor's degre e in Business, Account i ng or

related field and 7 years of finance - related experience including
supervisory experience required; or any combination of education, experience and training which demonstrates the necessary
knowledge, skills and abilities. CPA or MBA preferred. Salary
$60- $100K.

amount i ng Alaaaaw
$500M+ diversified company seeks Accounting Manager to
report directly to the CFO. Position will be responsible for the
consolidation of 30 divisions (which consist of 50 legal entities),
preparation and review of budgets and forecasts, analysis of various business units and accounts, as well as acting as the controller of a $4M cost center which is DCAA sensitive. Candidate
must have some exposure to DCAA regulations. Ideal candidate
will have 7+ years' experience in an accounting management role;
CPA a definite plus, as well as experience in acquisition and/or
divestitures. Company offers excellent benefits. Salary to $100K.

Controller
Hi -tech e ngi neering se rvi ces company seeks a corporate
Controll er t o t ake control of the day -to -day accounting re sponsi-

A financial services corporation is looking for an Internal
Auditor to help run their IT auditing group. Knowledge of
Mainframe, Tandem, UNIX and/or LANs preferred. Up to
25% travel. Position will report to Director of Information
Technology. Key qualities desired include independence, excellent interpersonal skills and 3+ years of related experience.
MBA desired, but not required. Compensation $60 -70K.

bi li ti es of t he company's 3 ope rati ng unit s and provi de the le adershi p necessary t o all ow the company to achi eve i ts goal s.
Posi t ion wil l report to t he CFO and manage a t e am of 5 ( i ncl udi ng a Cost M anage r and an Account i ng M anage r) . Gove rnme nt
cont ract ing expe ri ence i s re qui re d, CPA/M BA a plus. Requi re s
a BS in Accounti ng wit h 8+ ye ars' progressive experience.
Company offers excel le nt be ne fi ts and salary to $ 120K.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2001 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
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a very odd bottle
8. Iniquity
9. Revolutionary
communication
structure
10. "1 want those
figures
!"
11. Market symbol for
Energy North Inc.
12. Even so

I Ap r i l

2001

39
43

47

51
53

55

16. Ominous road

condition
19. Internet protocol
for transmission of
data
21. Allowed
22. Not as good as
23. Sony's robopooch
24. Naval officer in
need of a
spellchecker
25. Member of the
EU
27. Tribe descended
from Ishmael and
region in Arabia
28.
_ all on
red"
"_

ACROSS
1. One-time head of
Ford and Chrysler
7. Founder of chain
inally called the
Golden Rule Stores
13. Gossip on the
horizon
14. " _ if you need
one
15. King of steel
17. Dilbert's nameless
CEO
18. _ _ Styne; creator
of Goosebumps
19. "Tickle" programming language
20. Conscripts
21. Magellan Fund
manager
22. Chinese -born
CEO of CA
26. Prefix for mind related sciences
27. With 29 across remove glitches
28. Capital of Idaho
29. See 27 across
30. Successfully marketed babyface
31. Dave originally
was an Army cook
32. "Terrible Tom" of
IBM
33. Turner, founder of
Dollar General
chain
34. French composer
of Gymnopedie
35. "Neutron Jack" of
GE
37. Often paired with
the word "Rooms"
40. Organized the
largest cruise ever
41. Wrongful acts
done willfully,

54

56

29. Lawn bowling
30. Perennial richest

man
31. It was the best of

times and worst of
times (for the
Market)
32. Wal -Mart founder
34. Bad response to,
"But does it really
work ?"
36. Sucker
37. Sum up, or young
person
38. "

_ you!"

Dated, impolite
response
39. Steve Case's baby
41. Fork prongs

43. Festivals in Alsace
44. "Only

paranoid survive.'
A. Grove
45. Worked for
Edison but left to
build cars
46. Muscovite skater
Kulik
47. Born under a
buttonwood tree in
NYC
49. Machover; opera
composer and
roboticist
51. Mary Kay's last
name
54. Microsoft's OS for
the new century

For solution, go to www.strategicfinancemag.com

Please note:
When used as
prescribed
these
products can
reduce fat.
Reduce fat in your company's costs, that is.
Starting with the Visa® Corporate card. It provides you
with consolidated data to give you a complete picture of
your actual ME spending. And it helps you in automating
your expense reporting process, resulting in significant
savings for your company.
Then there's the Visa" Purchasing card. It offers the
same unsurpassed acceptance and efficiency in the virtual
world as it does in the physical one.
And finally, the Visa® Fleet card. It makes fleet
management more convenient, efficient and cost - effective.
Would you like to do something about your
company's costs? Visit our web site at www.visa.com.
And start shedding that unwanted fat right away.

It's everywhere you want to be!'
® 2(M VW U.S.A. In,
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